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The history of the London taxicab trade is not a glamorous one. The drivers of hackney coaches—as taxis were once called—were often seen as lowlifes who had a tendency to spit, curse at, and extort their fares. The riders were mostly middle- or upper-class members of society, and the coaches afforded them an opportunity for rapid transport and distance from the filth of the streets. In many cases, the rides were uncomfortable, dangerous, and even deadly. But the dilapidated coaches that plied for hire in the cobblestone streets of London circa the year 1600 were at the forefront of public transportation. They were faster and cleaner than walking, more convenient than a barge, and a novel and essential means of getting around London two hundred years before the advent of the omnibus. Yet little has been written about the early hackney coaches. One writer, G. N. Georgano, explains that this lack of coverage is because they fall into a certain grey area—public transportation historians think the taxi is in the class of private cars “while motorists regard it as a commercial vehicle.”¹ The story in this article is
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rarely considered an essential aspect of London’s history. Very few books have been written on the subject of the hired car, and those that exist spend a great deal of time discussing technological advances after the late nineteenth century. The early history follows a generally accepted plot, one which this article will not significantly challenge, although certain aspects will be elucidated. What is lacking in the historiography is an emphasis on just how controversial the hackney coaches were for their first hundred years.

The hackney coach represented a completely new era of transportation. Early coaches were accessible and cheap at a time when few but the most elite British families owned their own wheeled transportation. They were a revolution in travel and efficiency and the birth of a modern industry that helped to facilitate and spur London’s expansion during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They brought economic advancement and political power to a new class of people. In a word, the coaches can be considered symbolic of progress. And, like all evidence of progress, hackney coaches encountered significant resistance from the established transportation industry: the ferries. At the same time, Parliament instituted measures to rein in the new business and deter its unfettered growth, which would clog and damage the city’s streets. What developed in the early seventeenth century—and is evidenced throughout the history of the hired coach—is the familiar conflict between progress and tradition. Hackney coaches represented social mobility and the democratization of travel. In turn, the coaches

---

2 These technological advances include the transition from the coach to its two-wheeled variety—the cab—in the 1830s, the advent of the motorcar, and the myriad differences between Austin and Beardmore cabs. One very detailed study of the unique London taxicab is Georgano’s *A History of the London Taxicab*.
were reviled by the watermen and their allies and held in check by a wary and elitist government.

In order to illustrate the conflict, this article will take the form of two parts. The first, entitled “Progress,” will deal with the raw history of the taxi business and the various social, political, and economic advances made by coach owners and operators. It will also discuss the later government protections for cab drivers and owners once the industry was begrudgingly accepted into the fabric of London. Part two, entitled “Resistance,” will deal with just the opposite: the resistance from the traditional order to the coach’s ascendancy and those laws that treated the cabmen as a serious social ill. There was a great deal of simultaneous tolerance and rejection, particularly by Parliament, and it is anticipated that the division between these two aspects—progress and resistance—will make a complicated issue somewhat clearer.

Progress


The first hired coaches designed for short-distance travel appeared in the yards of the more reputable inns of London in
the early seventeenth century.\textsuperscript{3} There was little difference between these coaches and the stagecoaches that were simultaneously establishing their predominance on England’s highways. While most people might have made a journey by stage perhaps once in their lives, the hackney coaches—as they were quickly becoming known—catered to local travel and were available to anyone with a few pence in their pockets. While they were by no means free, they quickly became a necessary expense for many of London’s middle and upper classes who did not want to deal with the filth of the street or the expense of keeping horses. Some early writers on the subject of hackney coaches put their birth in the year 1625; however, their true origin must have been years earlier because by 1623, it was estimated that up to five hundred people were employing them instead of a ferry each day.\textsuperscript{4} This was a virtually instantaneous transition to a new, more convenient form of travel—one that was readily available and soon to be so ubiquitous as to require culling.

The coaches moved out of the inn-yards before 1635. Their presence on London’s major thoroughfares indicated that the owners were actively seeking out new customers, in addition to foreign or northern visitors. Hackney coaches were soon available to residents (albeit upper class ones) who simply needed to get to work or the theater. The commonly told

\textsuperscript{3} Henry Charles Moore, \textit{Omnibuses and Cabs: Their Origin and History} (London: Chapman & Hall, 1902), 183.

\textsuperscript{4} Samuel Pegge, “Dissertation on Coaches,” \textit{Curialia Miscellania or Anecdotes of Old Times; Regal, Noble, Gentilitial, and Miscellaneous: Including Authentic Anecdotes of the Royal Household, and the Customs of the Court, at an Early Period of the British History} (Westminster: J. Nichols, Son, and Bently, 1818), 269–304, 284; this source states definitively that the hackney coach “took birth A. D. 1625”—yet sources published as early as 1623 directly reference hackney coaches.
story—like a folktale to the modern cabby—is the origin of the taxi line (or rank) as the brainchild of one Captain Baily. Baily was likely a former sea captain in Sir Walter Raleigh’s final expedition. His ship was *The Husband*, and Baily was a deserter who left Raleigh’s fleet after a disagreement with the great explorer. Baily had purloined a few items from a French vessel, and Raleigh demanded he pay the French their value. The captain became incensed and turned *The Husband* back to England. Once home and under questioning for desertion, he began a campaign against Raleigh in Raleigh’s absence and was later acquitted at trial through the timely intervention of the Spanish ambassador in 1618. Sixteen years later this same Baily was the owner of four hackney coaches whose drivers were instructed to wait by the Maypole in the Strand. Baily’s coaches charged a fixed rate set by Baily himself, and the rank of coaches soon grew to include many followers that charged the same rate. The rank seems to have made quite an impact, and in the words of one observer—a man named Garrard—“Everybody is much pleased with it; for, whereas, before, coaches could not be had but at greater rates, now a man may have one much cheaper.” The standardization of cabs gave customers a sense of continuity between drivers and, over time, greatly contributed to the normalization of hiring a coach. The bargain of hiring a coach on an ad hoc basis versus keeping horses, coach, stable, and driver

---

5 Baily’s name is spelled differently in various sources: sometimes Bailey, Baylie, or Bayly. In this article, I will use Baily.


on retainer further endeared the industry to the thrifty and space-challenged residents of London. Lastly, while Garrard may have referred elsewhere to Baily’s rank as “trivial,” the earmarking of various locations for taxi ranks would grow to play a significant role in their regulation. Parliaments over the next century were forced to gradually expand the list of places where hackney coaches could stand as London grew and the government allowed more coaches—the Maypole rank was always among that list.

The trade was an instantaneous success. No records exist for the daily or yearly earnings of the average driver or owner, but through circumstantial evidence, we can determine that not only was the trade lucrative, it was competitive. Being in the hackney coach trade was highly desirable. It provided extraordinary financial benefits to the owners of the carriages and even the lowly drivers. In the mid-seventeenth century, the government began to require that hackney coaches be licensed. As of 1662, four hundred such licenses were issued to owners of hackney coaches, who were granted the privilege of paying a yearly rent to a commission under the Office of Works for the purpose of repaving several vital streets and highways within the city. To the letter of the law: “Every Coach so licensed...shall pay...the yearely [sic] Rent of five pounds.” In order to operate a hackney coach within the “Parishes comprised within the Bills of Mortality” (the boundary of the commission’s jurisdiction), one needed to be one of the lucky four hundred.8 Had the hackney

coach business not been so remunerative, this would have been an extremely high tax—even prohibitively high. On the contrary, the licenses were eagerly sought after. This is shown through a very healthy aftermarket trade. By 1715, the majority of the original four hundred had sold their licenses directly to new buyers for more than one hundred pounds each (the initial licensing fee was only forty shillings), bypassing the commission altogether. The purchasers were forced to “[sell] Lands of Inheritance, and [disinherit] their children, to enable them to make such Purchases.”9 Presumably, the new owners were glad to pay such a steep price. In 1662, the standard fare for twelve hours of service set by Parliament (as opposed to the free market) was a full ten shillings.10

The hackney coach trade created a whole new class of successful businessmen who were willing to go to any lengths to remain in their chosen trade. As each Parliament transitioned into a new government, the hackney coach laws expired and new ones were written. Largely, they followed the same standard format as the 1662 regulation: some loose governing body issued licenses and rent was paid to that commission either for the salaries of the commissioners or some other purpose. Trouble came and the owners’ desperation for licenses became evident during the transitional periods when new commissioners were taking over their duties. Priority was supposed to be given to coachmen that had been licensed previously, but in reality, things did not always work out as the lawmakers intended.

As the reign of Charles II turned to the reign of William and Mary, there were dramatic examples of hackney coach owners

---

9 Some Reasons most humbly offered to the consideration of the Right Honourable House of Lords, and the Right Honourable House of Commons; by all the 700 hackney coachmen and their widows, to enable them to pay the great tax laid upon them (London, 1715).

running up against corrupt commissioners and taking their complaints to Parliament. In 1695, at least nineteen of the “ancient Hackney Coachmen” were denied licenses or extorted for bribes by the new commission. One man, William Ball, was told by a commissioner named Villers to pay a bribe of 65£ to renew his license and, after he did, was still denied. When Ball returned to the commissioner’s home to demand his money back, Villers’s wife asked to see his old license and tried to steal it, presumably to tear up the evidence. A fight ensued between Ball and Villers’s footmen, and after a sardonic interjection by the Swedish ambassador (also present, he asked, after the coachman’s mouth was stopped, “if they intended to murder him”), the money was returned and Ball was allowed to leave.

It is important to note that 65£ was more money than it cost to buy a coach in the first place. There is no better evidence as to the profitability of the trade than the coachmen’s determination to remain coachmen.

The economic advantages provided by the coach trade also encouraged the breaking down of political barriers. Throughout the eighteenth century, hackney coach owners and drivers routinely exercised their political rights and strove for fair and just treatment under the law. Ball’s confrontation came to light during a session of Parliament after which a special committee determined that three of the commissioners (including Villers) had acted corruptly and were removed from the commission.

\[11\] The number of complainants were likely dozens more than these; however, the records of the House of Commons only list nineteen names followed by the phrase “divers others.”


\[14\] “Hackney Coach Commissioners,” 277–78.
Coachmen routinely petitioned against, or simply flouted, laws made to limit their number or their freedom to operate. The response to a 1635 proclamation that placed stringent prerequisites on operating coaches is particularly telling. After King Charles I refused two offers of compromise from a group of one hundred coachmen who wanted to form a corporation, the 1635 regulation was wholly ignored. In 1636, a satirical pamphlet was published, entitled *Coach and Sedan, Pleasantly Disputing for Place and Precedence*, that illustrated the contemporary situation. The author noted that a friend of his could “neither sleepe [n]or studie for the clattering of Coaches” at the very height of Charles I’s “prohibition.” Less than thirty years later, in 1660, a proclamation from Charles II attempted to confine the hackney coaches to “their respective Coach-houses, Stables, and Yards.” Samuel Pepys, in his diary, notes almost one month later that “this was the first day of the King’s Proclamation against hackney coaches coming into the streets to stand to be hired, yet I got one to carry me home.”

Coachmen were emboldened by early regulation that created a sense of community amongst licensed owners. Thirty years after Charles I’s rejection of incorporation, regulations by Oliver Cromwell’s government called for a committee of

---


16 Henry Peacham, “To the Reader,” in *Coach and Sedan, Pleasantly Disputing for Place and Precedence the Brewers-Cart being Moderator* (London: Robert Raworth, 1636), http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A09194.0001.001/1:3?rgn=div1;view=toc.

17 By the King. *A Proclamation to Restrain the Abuses of Hackney Coaches in the Cities of London and Westminster and the Suburbs Thereof, 1660, 11 & 12 Car. 2.*

thirteen coach owners to nominate the remainder of the “Master Hackney-Coachmen.”19 While this particular feature did not carry over into later laws, it is easy to imagine the effect that this had on the hackney coach industry. If hackney coach owners were held liable for each other, this proto-unionizing would have led to a sense of responsibility and bonding between these businessmen and to the kind of cooperative bargaining that has been seen in the industry over the subsequent centuries.

Only five years after the formation of this “union,” drivers ignored Charles II’s 1660 banishment from the streets. In 1663, the widows of dead coachmen appealed to Parliament for relief and were given priority in the distribution of new licenses.20 In 1715, the (by then) seven hundred licensed coachmen petitioned Parliament and requested some changes to the rules. They asked that “no Gentlemens [sic] Servants…be allowed to Assist the Undertakers at Funerals with Mourning-Coaches without a license,” a clause that was indeed included in another act passed in 1716.21 Further, they asked that their coaches and horses be defined as “Goods and Chattels,” thereby exempting them from working on the Lord’s Day (established in 1677—An Act for the better Observation of the Lord’s Day) and “[obliging them] to


20 This 1663 petition is referenced in a note written by either Lord Braybrooke or Henry B. Wheatley (editors of Pepys’ handwritten manuscript) on Pepys’ entry of 7 November 1660 (see note 18). The source cited for the note is Rugge’s Diurnal.

21 Some Reasons most humbly offered (1715); An Act for better Regulating Hackney Coaches, Carts Drays, Carrs, and Waggons, 1716, 2 & 3 Geo. 2.
live as becometh Christians.” In future acts, the industry was referred to as a trade in goods and chattel, and, presumably, drivers were no longer required to make themselves available on Sundays. The crux of their petition seems to have been ignored—commissioners were still responsible for the seizure of licenses in arrears—but many of the seven hundred’s requests were acceded to. Fifty years later, in 1760, the coachmen threatened to strike on George III’s coronation day. Eventually, cabmen did go on strike in the year 1853, but they were thwarted by the police who allowed unlicensed cabs to work for the duration of the strike. After 1853, coachmen routinely went on strike or threatened to strike every few years or so. Regardless of the limited success of these actions, the coachmen were successful in making their grievances heard, and Parliament routinely accepted a reasonable portion of them. This early political organizing can be seen in a number of contemporary industries. Hackney coachmen were by no means the first to use collective action techniques, but the hackney coach industry brought direct political involvement to a large number of drivers and owners who had routine access to the ruling class.

As we will see later, many critics of the hackney coach industry portrayed their customers as transgressors of the social structure. People who rode in hackney coaches were painted as social climbers desperate to imitate the elite classes, and, in reality, some of them were. But their imitation was only a thin veneer of status while the hackney coach industry provided real advancement to another class of people: the drivers. We have seen already how the hackney coach industry served as a

22 Some Reasons most humbly offered (1715).
23 Moore, Omnibus, 232–33.
24 Ibid., 250.
platform for drivers and owners to exercise political rights in the form of petitions and strikes. We have also seen how the drivers and the owners of coaches stood to make a significant financial gain even at the risk of their homes and estates. Drivers also benefitted in social standing. For example, they were granted access to the elites on a daily basis. One story, as told by transportation writer Henry Charles Moore, illustrates that regular users of coaches were upper-class members of London society. “Lord John Russell was in the habit of riding home every night from the House of Commons in a cab.” When the Lord accidentally paid his driver a sovereign instead of a shilling, he was able to identify his driver the next day. The sovereign had already been spent, and Lord Russell did not demand it back, but this story and others demonstrate the mostly friendly nature of the interactions between the drivers and their regular fares.25 If one was not a regular customer, however, one could expect no special treatment from the drivers. When drivers found themselves in positions of power, they often extorted their fares for extra money. For example, when Tate Wilkinson was unable to get a coach in the tangle of theatre-goers departing the Drury Lane Theatre, he was asked to pay eight shillings for what was probably a one shilling ride. Mr. Wilkinson was so grateful anyway that he threw in a “bumper” of brandy as a tip.26 Drivers knew that their riders were generally well off and used their access to extort them or play on their generosity and wealth. Their status was also cemented by the fact that many coaches were the cast-offs of the superrich. Coaches that originally cost fortunes were sold very cheaply secondhand and still displayed the original owners’ coats of arms on the sides.27

27 Ibid., 23.
way in which social climbers could pretend to hold the status of the wealthy (and many did), but the coachmen owned these coaches and made additional money by having a well-known crest on the door.28 Drivers used their newfound social status—as the wielders of wheels—to their own advantage in any way they could, and for a while, it was even considered trendy for women to fawn over coach drivers as if they were rock stars.29

Resistance

The nature of any new industry requires, to some degree, that it upsets the traditional order. The hackney coach industry was no different. There were significant and established interests in London’s transportation industry before the coaches came along, and those interests had much to say about the newcomers. The watermen were the established order and most similar preexisting industry to the coaches; ferries could be hired to deliver the wealthy up and down the river Thames. The watermen made a good deal of money this way, and the original hackney coaches were a significant threat to their business. Protests began in the early 1620s. John Taylor, known as the

28 Moore, Omnibuses, 188–89.
29 Ibid., 196.
waterman poet, wrote a number of pamphlets bemoaning the sorry state that the hackney coaches had brought to his business. As mentioned in part one, it was in his pamphlet *The World Runnes on Wheels* that Taylor insisted that the coaches “do rob us of our livings and carry 500 fares daily from us.” He argued that the majority of Londoners using any ad hoc transportation were people of quality, especially members of Parliament. The hackney coaches had supplanted the watermen’s access to the ruling class, and for this, the watermen were embittered. The coaches were “a proud, sawcie Intruder…[that] hath driven many honest Families out of their Houses, many Knights to Beggars,…and all Earthly goodness almost to an utter confusion.”

Of course, Taylor was being hyperbolic, but his complaints came from a legitimate place. The world was changing, and the watermen were being left behind.

Hackney coaches were seen as bringing status to a lower class of people. Early in their history, contemporaneous ballads and stories were written that characterized the hackney coach as being a tool of Satan. Taylor capitalized upon—or perhaps invented—this impression in his pamphlet. The title page of *The World Runnes on Wheels* shows an image of a globe-shaped carriage being pulled by the Devil with pointed tongue, horns, and tail and a prostitute referred to as “the Flesh.”

---

This impression was partially based in reality, as hackney carriages were sometimes used in the effectuation of extramarital trysts. However, in the early days, this use was only hypothetical, while the association of hackney coaches with hell was rampant. “Hyred Hackney hell-Carts” was Taylor’s phrase. Another writer, Henry Peacham, referred to a coach as a “Devills Carter.” A ballad written at some time in the late seventeenth century gave the “true Relation of one Thomas Cox, a Hackney-Coach-man, to whom the Devil appeared on friday Night.” The association with prostitution was a charge often

31 The Trial of Mrs. Eliz. Leslie Christie, Daughter of the Late Sir William Baird, Bart. of Saughton Hall, and Wife of James Christie, Esquire, Capt. in the Late 88th Regiment of Foot, And Son of Major General Christie; For Committing Adultery with Joseph Baker, Esq; And Violating Her Conjugal Vow (London, 1783).

32 Henry Peacham, Coach and Sedan Pleasantly Disputing.

33 Mans Amazement: It being a true Relation of one Thomas Cox, a Hackney-Coach-man, to whom the Devil appeared on friday night, it being the 31st of October, first in the likeness of a Gentleman, seeming to have a role of Paper or
levied against the hackney coaches. A ballad penned in 1684 to celebrate the end of the frost and the opening of the Thames to the watermen stated that hackney coaches were “where Whores do debauch,” and they had “spoiled [the Thames’] Grace.”

Throughout the seventeenth century, the traditional order fought the hackney coachmen for the hearts and minds of the citizens of London, using stories and songs to influence the people against the coaches by portraying them as a tool of Satan and sin. Because of their democratic availability, the hackney coaches were a direct threat to tradition and social order, and understandably, there was significant resistance to them.

One of the early complaints, however, hit home with the more practical British government: the streets were too crowded and in sorry condition, and it was the hackney coaches’ fault. According to Charles I in 1635, “the great number of Hackney Coaches of late time seen and kept in London…were not only a great disturbance to his Majesty,…the Queen, the Nobility, and others of place and degree…but the streets themselves were so pestered, and the pavements so broken up, that the common passage [was] thereby hindered and made dangerous.”

Accompanying this lambaste were severe restrictions that the king hoped would slow down the hackney coach trade before it did any real damage. Hackney coaches would only be “suffered” in London if they were traveling more than three miles out of the city—making them no different than the stage coaches.

---

Parchment in his hand, afterwards in the likeness of a great Bear with glaring eyes, which so affrighted him, that it deprived him of all his Sences (London: I. Deacon, 1671–1702),
http://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/20792/citation.

34 The Thames Uncas’d: Or, The Watermans Song upon the Thaw (1684),
http://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/32187/citation.

Furthermore, by the Crown’s right of purveyance, nobody would be allowed to ride in any coach unless the owner was able to keep four additional able horses on hand at all times for the exclusive use of the Crown.

These prerequisites were extremely burdensome, and the 1635 regulations were unsuccessful at halting the hackney coaches’ growth. Instead of coaches, Charles I wanted the wealthy to travel in sedan chairs—curtained chairs carried by two men. To read *The Coaches Overthrow*, a ballad from 1636, it would seem that London was in exaltation over the banishment of hackney coaches; everyone, from brewers to the infirm, was celebrating the rise of the sedan chair and the clearing of the streets.36 Unfortunately for Sanders Duncombe, the patent holder on the sedan, the vehicle was highly impractical, limited by the speed of the men carrying it and by the fact it could carry

---

only one passenger, leading to the hackney coaches’ revival before the year was out.\footnote{Peacham, “To the Reader”; as mentioned before, at the time of this pushback against the hackney coaches, there were still so many in the streets that Peacham’s friend could “neither sleep [n]or studie for [their] clattering.”}

Unfazed by his failure, Charles I issued a compromise in 1637: fifty hackney coachmen were allowed to keep twelve horses each. Assuming this did not completely cancel out the previous law, four of the twelve horses would have to be kept aside, resulting in a total of two hundred legal coaches in London.\footnote{Pegge, “Dissertation on Coaches,” 291–92.} In 1654, that number was raised to three hundred, and in 1662, it was raised again to four hundred.\footnote{“June 1654,” Acts and Ordinances of the Interregnum; and “Charles II 1662,” in Raithby, Statutes of the Realm, vol. 5, 1628–80.} Whether or not this policy of begrudging acceptance worked is a matter for debate. It is difficult to fathom that there were no illegal coaches, and one source (referencing Rugge’s Diurnal) says that there were roughly two thousand hackney coaches in London as of 1660.\footnote{See note 20, above.} Regardless of the actual numbers, it is clear that members of the government were not about to let the free market run wild in London; they felt it their duty to serve as a check on this burgeoning business.

There was also government resistance to the economic benefits of the coaches. When Oliver Cromwell proposed licensing coachmen, he also required that they pay a one-time licensing fee of forty shillings. When the monarchy was restored and new laws were issued, Charles II continued issuing licenses but changed the one-time fee to a yearly rent of five pounds. The justification was virtually the same as thirty years earlier: the sorry condition of the streets. This tax on coachmen went
directly into defraying the costs of repaving several vital thoroughfares. But for the coachmen, this was a one hundred and fifty percent increase in overhead year after year. The number of licenses was no longer the only limiting factor—it became exorbitantly expensive to maintain one’s license. This was elitist legislation that turned the hackney coach industry from an easy avenue by which to change one’s social status into an industry with its own traditionalist order. No longer could small businessmen afford to own only one coach; if one was to be a licensed coachman, one had to be involved in big business. This same elitism was seen in the nineteenth century when the two-wheeled “cabriolet”—cab, for short—was invented. For a time, a cab was licensed separately from a coach, and coach owners were prohibited from owning them; it is no surprise that the principle owners of cabs for the first few years were themselves aristocrats.  

In addition, Charles II dictated a number of specific routes and their costs. The routes were all notable in that they began or ended at the Inns of Court and other elite establishments. The precise motivation for the government setting aside these routes as special is unclear; however, it is most likely that government officials and other elites (lawyers, bankers, people of status) wanted to be sure that their daily routine would not be disrupted by a driver demanding one extra penny.

**Conclusion**

Seventeenth century London was a turning point in transportation. For millennia, England’s roads hosted only men, horses, chattel animals, and the occasional cart. In 1620, while coaches had long been available to the ultra-rich, access was
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dictated by status. The advent of the hirable coach brought comfortable and rapid transportation to the middle class. The elite, who wanted to retain travel for their own use, saw this as a threat. Thus, Parliament dictated the fares to be charged and the places coaches could rank. They incentivized travel within London’s center and standardized travel to and from elite areas like Westminster, the Tower, and the Inns of Court. Drivers and owners of coaches used their newfound political influence to petition for their rights as businessmen. Still, there were those that resented the hackney’s ascendancy; the watermen felt the brunt of the burden in lost profits, and the ferry business was never able to recover. The hackney coach brought a status-linked mode of transportation to the masses, democratizing rapid transit and yielding untold economic benefits to the owners and drivers of coaches. As time went on, drivers used their newfound economic status to cement social benefits and political rights.

In the 1800s in London, the drivers themselves began to be licensed, not just their vehicles. New rules were established concerning the drivers’ personal conduct—their tendencies to curse, spit, and extort were prohibited by law. Furthermore, they needed to be held to a high standard of ability—leading to the noted “Knowledge Examination.” In the aftermath of the Great Exhibition in 1851, drivers were discovered to be relatively incompetent in their understanding of the more minute intricacies of London’s complex geography. Soon after, they were required to pass an examination that tested them

Regarding that knowledge, candidates had to recite to an examiner the roads that made up the fastest route between two points of the examiner’s choosing. This distinctive oral format had its origin in the standardization of rates by Parliament. By setting a price based on a beginning and end point rather than on mileage, Parliament effectively established the preeminence of the “most efficient route” as opposed to the travel time or the distance.

Hired cars have been a staple of Western culture for centuries, but resistance to coaches, cabs, and taxis continues to the modern day. The cost of a license to “ply-for-hire” as a taxi driver is still prohibitively high: a “medallion” in New York City costs, on average, eight hundred forty thousand dollars. Newer and even more democratic services like Uber are meeting strong resistance from local governments and the established order of taxi and minicab drivers on both sides of the Atlantic.

After their first century, coaches no longer represented a cutting-edge industry. It is doubtful that anyone today would see a taxi as a bastion of democratization. However, for the people of seventeenth century London, the hackney coach was a symbol of their yearning to belong to a higher socio-economic station. From the outside, the coach industry equalized a larger body of people: an observer would never know if the occupant of a coach was a member of Parliament or a simple tailor. For the


owners and the drivers, however, the trade provided a tangible economic benefit that they parleyed into real political rights.
Exploring Chinatowns, Cultural Exchange, and Orientalism:
Traversing Urban Spaces from the 1890s to 1920s

Justine Teu

When spring arrived in 1902, Chinese American Ng Poon Chew had already been in the United States for twenty-one years. He worked as a clergyman in a San Francisco Presbyterian church and lived in one of the country’s various emerging Chinatowns. That spring, Chew penned an article entitled “The Chinaman in America” for The Independent in which he called for the end of Chinese immigrant exclusion into the United States because the people of his homeland were no threat to the American status quo. On the issue of labor competition with native-born citizens, Chew wrote that the immigrants “could not possibly compete with Americans” because the Chinese tended to stay in their own “clusters and colonies,” away from the threat of mixing with white middle-class Americans.\(^1\) By simultaneously defending the inclusion of Chinese immigrants and imparting a sense of inferiority, Chew provided a rare voice for the time. He communicated the unique perspective of someone caught between two cultures—ethnic immigrant heritage and the American one he had grown accustomed to for the past twenty-one years. This pervading notion of “twoness,”

\(^1\) Ng Poon Chew, “The Chinaman in America,” The Independent, April 3, 1902, 54.
this mixing of cultures, was all too common at the time when white native-born citizens started to take more interest in US Chinatowns.

Because the 1890s to 1920s represent a time of great change to US urban spaces, historical studies must acknowledge that many people saw cities—especially places within them like Chinatowns—as increasingly foreign spaces. With pockets of new worlds found on a block-to-block basis, many of San Francisco’s white middle-class residents sought to rationalize the cultures of “othered” people by reimagining their cultures into a more comfortable American context.\(^2\) This was far from an exceptional experience as Americans on both the East and West coasts often took East Asian cultural elements from their local Chinatowns and infused them into many facets of popular culture. The industrial innovations of the 1800s also marked a vibrant shift in how Americans viewed their country, themselves, and the spaces around them—especially urban areas where class, race, and other social factors more often intersected. This article investigates all the ways that urbanites took in Chinese culture. Whether physically slumming in Chinatowns for parties and daytime tourism or partaking in cultural exchange through games, fashion, and popular entertainment, white middle-class Americans often appropriated pieces of Chinese culture as accessories and means of leisure in order to redefine the modern self. This article discusses how this

\(^2\) For the sake of clarity, when I refer to the term *othered*, I am specifically addressing Americans that were not part of the so-called “mainstream” of the time (i.e., any ethnic immigrant groups, blacks, and those not considered part of the white middle-class urban population. For this article, I refer to white middle-class, native-born Americans as “mainstream.”) This article specifically focuses on Chinese Americans as the “othered” people in question, with various “othered” groups serving as comparisons.
type of cultural exchange came to fruition by tracing its history and provides a more in-depth analysis of these direct and indirect exchanges. Ultimately, the interactions between mainstream Americans and Chinatown inhabitants were not symbiotic; native-born Americans built cosmopolitan personas out of other cultures, while the groups they took from battled to reconcile their customs with pervading Americanism.

Extensive literature has been devoted to tracing the ways people found amusement across burgeoning urban spaces, especially in places like Chinatowns. Whether through more specialized accounts of certain songs or games or a general overview of slumming and tourist operations, scholars have explored the different ways in which white middle-class Americans have directly or indirectly transformed Chinese culture for themselves. And, importantly, this scholarship highlights how these emerging urban spaces encompassed many divisions of race, class, and other social matters. Taken together, these points of view provide a better perspective of the urban landscape—particularly the dealings in Chinatown—during this period.

To understand why Americans ventured into other cultural spaces in turn-of-the-century cities, it is best to trace the historical context of the time and the reasoning for certain spatial arrangements. The rise of industrial and modernized America within the context of social developments like immigration is the prime place to start. Lynn Dumenil’s book, *The Modern Temper: American Culture and Society in the 1920s*, and Michael McGerr’s *A Fierce Discontent: The Rise and Fall of the Progressive Movement in America* provide an overview of the 1910s and 1920s to establish the social conditions that made cultural exploration in urban spaces possible. They argue that the generation coming to age after World War I was disoriented in terms of the self; lost and confused, this generation looked for
glimpses into other worlds for leisure and new cultures to use as accessories for the new Americanism they were trying to redefine. As McGerr puts it, many Americans looked to liberate themselves from their confined Victorian spaces while finding the new urban self. Dumenil’s and McGerr’s studies, however, represent more of an overview of these decades without honing in on immigrants and othered groups in these urban spaces. Much of scholarship on early twentieth-century America focuses exclusively on the middle-class white perspective, overlooking the rise of immigrant and minority communities who would contribute to a more complete picture of the developing urban self during this period.

A few studies focus on an othered perspective. Sabine Haenni’s The Immigrant Scene: Ethnic Amusements in New York, 1880–1920 focuses on immigrants as active agents in urban development and, in doing so, provides alternative scholarship to the white middle-class viewpoint. She asserts that the rise of immigrant-created leisure allowed for social mobility instead of confinement. Esther Romeyn’s Street Scenes: Staging the Self in Immigrant New York, 1880–1924 compares the differences between experiences of the mainstream and the “othered,” arguing that the white middle class was “transcendent” in finding their sense of self in the city and that their mobility (in sampling different cultures) came with a positive connotation. Immigrants, on the other hand, were constantly subject to judgment and always “fixed” as certain caricatures or
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stereotypes; they never moved on from that scrutiny. These two “other”-focused works—with contrasting arguments—illustrate the complexity of turn-of-the-century urban America.

While these studies provide a historical context for early twentieth-century America, other scholarly works delve into the types of cultural exploration that Americans undertook at this time. Indirect cultural transmission through live entertainment, games, and music helped shape the lives of both white middle-class Americans and othered people. Scholars Thomas Heise and Christoph Lindner use literary works of the period to showcase writers’ attitudes about othered groups. Writers’ perceptions and stereotyping of othered areas provided those who did not want to go into these spaces with a version of the cultures they dared not explore themselves and contributed to the morphing of othered people’s cultures for an Americanized context. Heise and Lindner observe cultural exchange through a white middle-class lens, as insiders writing for other insiders. Although this type of media helped define the self for this insider audience, it became an exclusionary agent for the othered people they were writing about, who were often caught in the stereotypes by which they were defined.

Other scholars have honed in on more specific orientalist cases of indirect cultural transmission to shed light on the phenomenon of urban cultural exchange within the context of Chinatown. For example, Charles Hiroshi Garrett focuses his study on the song “Chinatown, My Chinatown,” while Mary C.

---

Greenfield charts the rise of mahjong across cosmopolitan America in the 1920s. Both studies show how widely disseminated games and music involving other cultures helped Americans find their sense of self. By accessorizing Chinese culture and implementing it in an American context, native-born citizens contributed to the idea of the “fixed” cultural lens that Romeyn wrote about in her work. Americans continued to roam and find new cultures, while the Chinese were forced into the stereotypes perpetuated by these songs and games. It appears from both of these studies that Americans really did not play these songs or games to create cultural understanding and that Chinese Americans only faced more inward turmoil at the hands of these cultural items. Although “Chinatown, My Chinatown” and mahjong eliminated the notion that othered groups were inherently undesirable, these groups were clearly not fully accepted into American society either. This scholarship shows how the outsider-to-insider transmission still


9 When I use the term accessorizing, I mean that mainstream Americans often took pieces of Chinese culture that appealed to them, whether it be for recreational purposes (like games or music) or literal accessorizing with fashion and apparel. I chose the word accessorizing because of its implications of surface understanding—I assert that most Americans taking parts of Chinese culture did so without in-depth regard to the cultural meaning itself.


resulted in othered people receiving fewer benefits for finding the urban self.

A study of urban spaces at the turn of the century is incomplete without mention of direct and physical cultural transmission, namely the practices of slumming and daytime tourism.\(^{12}\) Chad Heap’s *Slumming: Sexual and Racial Encounters in American Nightlife, 1885–1940* provides an extensive discussion of US slumming practices, observing them along class, immigrant, and even sexual lines. His study emphasizes the idea that Americans were indeed curious about other cultures but only within the narrow context of finding leisure and urban meaning for themselves.\(^{13}\) Robert M. Dowling’s work on slumming in New York City provides a more specific account of slumming on a regional basis. He asserts that slumming took place across the *entire* socioeconomic spectrum—in other words, even immigrants and the working class partook in a sort of reverse slumming in upper-class neighborhoods.\(^{14}\) For a West Coast perspective, Raymond W. Rast looks at how Americans economically exploited San Francisco’s Chinatown scene for daytime tourism business.\(^{15}\) Each of these studies illustrates that

\(^{12}\) Slumming, as defined by contemporaries, refers to the act of going into othered people’s spaces, such as Chinatown and Harlem, for the sake of leisure and entertainment to engage in activities often seen as unacceptable by mainstream standards. For them, it was a physically separate space to engage in these activities without crossing any societal boundaries.


Americans took advantage of Chinese culture to promote their own American leisure, curiosity, culture, and economic goals. Even the physical act of slumming proved to be an endeavor that Americans undertook for their own sake rather than genuinely considering the cultures they surveyed.

By 1885, many urban areas had transformed into hubs for pocketed worlds, divided neighborhoods amongst the poor, the rich, natives, European immigrants, Asian immigrants, and other groups not considered part of the cultural mainstream. Evidence of such divisions appears in writer Howard Clemens’ overview of New York City’s various ethnic newspapers. As Clemens wrote, “Besides the fifteen hundred English publications in New York City there are no less than eighty newspapers and periodicals printed in foreign languages and dialects.”16 This exemplifies the large array of multiculturalism that immigrants created just by settling in these new spaces within urban areas. The unprecedentedly large waves of immigration came to the United States with the rise of rapid industrialization and modernization across the country. The development of urban space within this period was the biggest and most vibrant the country had seen up to that point.

On the East Coast, millions of southern and eastern Europeans came for the promise of better lives in America, often abandoning their rural jobs for factory work in urban areas like New York City. On the West Coast, Chinese immigrants came for work building railroads, filling positions that white Americans had no interest in taking.17 Although many immigrants once used major cities like San Francisco and New York as mere landing places, by the 1890s, immigrants were settling in these areas instead. In 1891, an article in the New York

Sun explained, “about two-thirds of the whole number of immigrants, and particularly those of Italy, Poland, Hungary, Bohemia, and Russia, establish themselves in the thickly-settled cities or towns in the Eastern States.”¹⁸ As immigrants shifted from agricultural professions to the industrial-based ones in urban centers, they began to cluster in their own urban neighborhoods due to cultural familiarities and an increased sense of community.

With this unprecedented influx of new people, cultures, and ideas, the turn of the century became an era of expansive cultural exchange, unprecedented for these urban spaces. As Sylvester Baxter wrote in “The New New York,” “the city’s jumbled mass spread itself evenly, without much distinction, over the lower half of the island.”¹⁹ As more immigrants clustered in urban spaces, the vibrancy and complexity of American urban spaces like San Francisco and New York City increased. White middle-class Americans now saw neighborhoods clustered with a diversity of cultures representing different fashions, foods, and customs. As Helen F. Clark wrote for Century Illustrated Magazine in 1896 about New York, “here we have a quota of all the nationalities that have come to us, dwelling, to a very considerable extent, in colonies by themselves.”²⁰

As crowded spaces like New York improved their overall organizational infrastructure, it became increasingly clear to middle-class Americans that modernity meant connecting with brand new worlds right at home in the city. As Baxter further

---

¹⁸ “The Immigration to America: A Study in Figures,” New York Sun, July 1891, 417.


wrote of places like New York, “the cramping city plan with new boulevards...that make for the recreation and better health of all classes; vast advancements in public movement, better pavements, cleaner streets; colossal betterments in transit” helped to carry “the metropolitan waves to yet remoter population margins” like Chinatown.\textsuperscript{21} While some members of the younger generation partook in more inward artistic activities and transformations in traditional forms to express their urban ennui and discomforts, other Americans found mixing with other cultures a natural way to open themselves up in a city that afforded them more opportunities to do so.\textsuperscript{22} This often meant partaking in various forms of cultural exchange and leisure like slumming in these “remoter population margins” or partaking in pieces of culture.

Leisure itself represented an important rising American cultural force, especially when it came to the idea of urban selfhood. For many Americans, urban selfhood meant finding their sense of self and maintaining spiritual comfort in a place that had become systemized, fast-paced, and incredibly vast to the point of being impersonal.\textsuperscript{23} Americans became more attuned to the opinions and company of others, which lead to obsessions with self-expression through group activities and consumer culture. As one commentator in a 1916 issue of \textit{McClure’s Magazine} noted, leisure was not done to promote a Victorian sense of idleness but rather to achieve “spiritual efficiency...a power to maintain the proper measure of life; a high serenity that finds each moment long enough, and none either over-filled or empty.”\textsuperscript{24} For many Americans, leisure

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{22} On the younger generation’s activities, see Dumenil, \textit{The Modern Temper}, 150.
\textsuperscript{23} Ibid., 158.
\end{flushright}
often meant indulging in the fantasies brought on by the new worlds they encountered in the expanded urban space, leading to huge intakes of new foreign foods, fashions, travel experiences, and immigrant performances. They sought meaning in their explorations, and they constantly questioned and created open dialogues about the cultures they wanted to explore.²⁵

The interest in new cultures cropped up in both advertising and stories found in periodicals. For instance, a Macy’s advertisement for mahjong exploited upper-class women’s desires to feel worldlier, claiming that playing mahjong could put them on equal footing with someone marrying a duke or hunting in Africa.²⁶ In the 1901 story, “The Lightning Change” from *Lippincott’s Monthly Magazine*, writer Albert Payson Terhune included verses from “The Song of the Wanderer” (a work chronicling the tale of a traveler going over “Asian mountains” and “Up the pyramids”) to showcase a glimpse into the world outside the comfort of the United States.²⁷ This sudden fascination with outside worlds, however, probably did not equate to a desire for equal cultural footing—or any real understanding—as many Americans approached other cultures with a patronizing, self-righteous gaze.

This sentiment appears in a segment from “The Lightning Change.” After the character Keith sings the song, a girl asks him why he knows a song he has only heard once so well. Keith


responds, “I’ve a knack for remembering silly things.” This exchange neatly showcases the prevailing attitude Americans had towards the so-called alien cultures they encountered in urban spaces. Aspects of these cultures were something to be remembered and scrutinized, but they were also ultimately beneath Americans—“silly” in that cultures could be picked apart and ultimately criticized for the sake of leisure and entertainment. This partaking of new culture came at a time when mainstream Americans became increasingly aware of the world around them, acknowledged that the world had come to their doorstep, and sought to downplay the importance of immigrants’ cultures in a globalized space.

If urbanites could not travel to other countries to satisfy their curiosities, they could seek solace in cultural imports and physical visits to other communities, to the pocket worlds they might have avoided before. People partook in this leisure in various ways, ranging from physically going into cultural hubs like Chinatown or Harlem to participating in indirect cultural exchange by simply reading periodical accounts or sampling cultural pieces like games, music, food, and fashion. Both methods of cultural exchange provided Americans with a chance to redefine their own urban identities and form opinions—and perhaps misconceptions—about the cultures they surveyed.

Of the two methods, indirect cultural exchange through periodicals and newspaper stories represents the most accessible way people came into contact with other cultures during this period. Along with the eighty ethnic newspapers in New York City by 1901, fifteen hundred English periodicals also existed.

---

28 Ibid.
The numerous publications show the influence that turn-of-the-century printed media had on people’s day-to-day lives and hint at newspapers’ ability to act as connection points across the breadth of the cityscape. The language and tone used in periodicals helped form people’s perceptions of othered people without them actually having to venture or go slumming into othered people’s communities. Clemens’ overview of NYC newspapers called all of these othered groups “aliens.” Other articles also portrayed many newly arrived Asian Americans as otherworldly. For instance, one person in The Catholic World: A Monthly Magazine of General Literature and Science claimed, “Money is the only thing that will open the door or mouth of the silent Celestial.” This sort of language was not abnormal in articles about immigrants at this time, as othering language ran rampant in many publications written for other insiders—white middle-class Americans.

While giving their readers a look into the ethnic communities they were perusing, the authors of these articles often othered immigrants with negative language and tone. In some of their accounts, authors even described immigrant communities in primal, animalistic language. In Mary Davidson’s 1900 account of her time in San Francisco’s Chinatown, she referred to groups of Chinese immigrants as “hordes” and “many young mice.” Further animalizing Chinese Americans, she referred to an infant’s eyes as “tiny round black beads, better known as eyes.” Other writers were even more

31 Ibid.
34 Ibid.
negative in their accounts of the Chinatowns they visited. For instance, a 1905 *New York Times* opinion piece referred to the Chinese as “perishing” from their inability to assimilate, while *Forum* associated this group with a “peculiar, unknown, and dangerous element,” a community “utterly without sympathy for this country.”35 In 1919, a short fiction story in the *Overland Monthly and Out West Magazine* said of the San Francisco Chinatown, “Promise me you won’t ever go down into that damnable place again, dear” and called the Chinese American store clerk an “Oily Oriental.”36 In 1899, *The Catholic World* further described Orthodox Jews as possessing the “shrewdness of a Shylock” and other East Side immigrants as acting with general “savagery.”37 These authors often produced colorfully written accounts of ethnic communities, inviting less suspicion in terms of the physical spaces these people lived in, but their patronizing language (combined with the widespread influence of print media) reinforced stereotypes of othered groups in urban spaces.

When considering the narratives written about immigrants at this time, scholars must take other socioeconomic factors into account. This means examining othered groups that were on the precipice of not being othered at all—the white ethnic Americans and the nonwhite immigrants that achieved economic success. For instance, the survey from *The Catholic World* used most of its derogatory language to describe the only nonwhite immigrants not in their ideal: the Chinese. Every other group described in the article—the Italians, Orthodox Jews, and Syrians—received mild descriptions, and the author E. Lyell

Earle even went as far as to say the Italians were “raising up a goodly family of sons and daughters in American tastes and manners.”

As for the nonwhite immigrants, the only Chinese American safe from patronizing treatment in the *Forum* article was Chin Tan Sun, the supposedly richest “Chinaman” in 1902. The paragraph about him is mostly neutral in tone, describing him as being “six feet tall, and a well-proportioned, good-looking man,” nicknamed “Big Jim” amongst companions. In part, the tone was congratulatory, especially about his marriage to a white woman. These exceptions show that the only way to escape description in a patronizing tone was to get closer to living up to the American ideal. Otherwise, writers more often than not provided their readers—other mainstream Americans—with the right level of suspicious condescension and vibrant imagery, as illustrated by some writers who explored Chinese American laundromats in an 1896 article titled “Americanized Chinamen” in *Maine Farmer*. They repeatedly mused at the owners using names like “Charlie Ling” or “Cha Q. Lee, First Class Chinese Laundry.” The author argued that the storefront signs reflected “the natural result of the Chinaman’s imperfect acquaintance with English…it is often alleged that the Chinese never become truly American, but here was a Chinaman pretty thoroughly Americanized, one would fancy.”

The key word here is *Americanized*, never outright calling these Chinese Americans *American*. The goal was simple: inspire curiosity with fanciful accounts about the physical spaces of other communities but also let Americans know that the people living inside them were still inferior.

38 Ibid.
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Cultural exchange did not cease at reading written accounts about other communities. Although many misconceptions and stereotypes were disseminated through written media, Americans engaged in cultural exchange through participation in popular culture like fashion, games, music, and other forms of entertainment. In sharing in this sort of commodified leisure, Americans accessorized other cultures by adopting it and morphing it for an American context. As seen with the glamorization and commercialization of games like mahjong, mainstream Americans often changed the original meaning of cultural items. In the case of mahjong, rules were often simplified or modified to appease an American audience looking to play at utmost ease.\footnote{Greenfield, “‘The Game of One Hundred Intelligences,’” 332.} Other games, such as Fan-tan, had also become popular towards 1890, when enthralled Americans flocked to listen to people like Stewart Culin explain the game at symposiums and conferences.\footnote{“Chinese Games of Chance,” \textit{The New York Times}, January 27, 1888.}

These two games fostered an outsider-to-insider dynamic; the people promoting these games (whether for scholarly or monetary benefit) were bringing the original cultural product to the United States, where they became ambassadors for the games’ authenticity. For instance, Stewart Culin became an ambassador for Fan-tan through his 1896 feature article about the game in \textit{Overland Monthly and Out West Magazine}. He wrote, “the game itself is extremely simple” and accentuated its Chinese origins as “to be recovered, not from written records, but by the study and comparison of the customs of primitive people.”\footnote{Stewart Culin, “The Origin of Fan Tan,” \textit{Overland Monthly and Out West Magazine}, August 1896, 153.} His statements imply that he was the country’s only reliable source for learning about the game. In 1892, the \textit{Christian Union} not only endorsed the game of Wei-chi in an article called “An
Ancient Chinese Game” but also asserted that it was “simple in principle” despite the board possessing 361 pieces. Like Culin’s article on Fan-tan, the writer of the Wei-chi article also suggested a vague, primitive origin, stating that it was “probably derived from the Babylon astronomers.” Americans were getting their hands on actual Chinese games and changing the original context of them by affixing or simplifying the rules and established cultural meaning. This was all done through these new ambassadors and the members of subculture that inspired fashions, themed parties, and other written media. This cultural exchange was different from writers providing accounts of the communities they visited in that there was an original context at hand with these cultural products.

Even with the original contextual meanings provided, white middle-class Americans continued to imagine these other cultural groups in ways that were more accessible to their own sense of identity. In a 1924 interest piece about the merits of mahjong versus bridge in The New York Times, the writer’s opinion on mahjong’s Chinese inventors proved to be a double-edged sword for their collective image. While the article praised the Chinese for being the best at their own game, it also phrased this quality in way that made this group seem devious. The article explained, “They have created this and other games to keep their powers fresh. They are like a sleepy house cat which still sharpens its claws on a tree in the garden, and the tree this time is mahjong.” This is also another instance of animalizing language. Although these games directed middle-class Americans away from the idea that Chinese people were

46 Ibid.
dangerous or that their culture was to be avoided, writers clearly still characterized Chinese Americans as devious to refuse them full cultural inclusion. In fact, the article further details that mahjong was here to stay after “its nice adjustment to psychological and emotional needs.” 48 Ultimately, Americans’ thinly veiled, exclusionary language and the adjustments away from the original Chinese context revealed that these Chinese items were not intended for appreciating the cultures in question. They were ultimately for leisure, and a very American kind at that.

Physical acts of orientalist cultural exchange also took place through New York City slumming and San Francisco tourist ventures. The improvement of city sidewalks, transportation systems, and environments helped create an easier urban space for people to explore, which meant visits to other neighborhoods people might not have ventured into before. For instance, a 1905 issue of Town and Country mentions the ways tourist operations improved; “the old plan of slumming with a detective and going through the Bowery and Chinatown have been partially abandoned, as the tourist-cars provide all the necessary protection and guidance for such excursions.” 49 By the time the turn of the twentieth century came around, the city had transformed enough for people to explore cities themselves, to partake in the cultures that had felt closed to them before.

Chinatowns in particular became popular on both coasts. By 1899, a Catholic pastor in a New York Times article calling for the abolishment of New York City’s Chinatown griped, “I live in the midst of Chinatown. I am kept awake night after night by the noise of these Mongolians…and by the shrill laughter of their

48 Ibid.
white women.”50 He added, “In fact, when strangers from other sections of the country come to the city to go ‘slumming,’ the chief point of interest...to gratify their depraved taste is Doyers, Pell, and Mott Streets, known as the Chinese quarter.”51 The author of a May 1893 slumming account published in Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly wrote, “The foreign quarter of a cosmopolitan city reveals many curious things. It is the more interesting because foreign habits and things are grafted upon native surroundings, the hybrid being in many cases more interesting than the original.”52 Both articles illustrate that Chinatowns were becoming less and less heterogeneous in demographic with white, middle-class Americans coming into the fold, but what makes the Frank Leslie article even more interesting is the fact that it claims the “hybrid” culture of Chinatown was “more interesting than the original.” The mixing of two cultures firsthand is clear, but the American context often shines through first and foremost, past the “original” culture. In the Frank Leslie article, the keyword is “grafted,” implying a thin veneer, a thin understanding of the Chinese culture at play, and an American zeal that made it better.

The meeting of cultures was also apparent in cities like San Francisco. As Theodore Wores writes in an 1896 article in St. Nicholas, “In this strange and curious meeting of the oldest civilization of the East with that of the youngest of the West, queer neighborhoods are sometimes formed.”53 In another article in 1895, W. H. Gleadell calls the West Coast Chinatown “the Metropolis of the Pacific Coast and the El Dorado of the

51 Ibid.
Asiatic...this miniature China."\textsuperscript{54} Attitudes towards Chinese Americans in these slums were similar to those found in the eastern cities. Although Americans acknowledged the presence of all these new people and cultures in their country and felt like exploring them, they still held the sense that Americans would always remain superior as a demographic. For instance, Will Brooks wrote in the \textit{Californian}, “let us rejoice, that for the present the Chinaman is still heathen, and perhaps unpleasant, but yet undeniably picturesque.”\textsuperscript{55} In a few instances, Americans even controlled how Chinatowns appeared to other Americans. After a 1909 ban on Chinatown tourism trips in San Francisco by six companies who operated them, \textit{The New York Times} noted, “the opium smokers, gamblers, blind paupers, singing children, and other curiosities were all hired.”\textsuperscript{56} This reflected the acceptance of other cultures into this vastly expanded urban space (and the American mindset in the 1890s onward) yet not a true acceptance for Chinese Americans or equal standing with mainstream Americans, who sometimes had control over the Chinatowns they were spectating.

Still regarded as “barbarians,” popular rhetoric when it came to othered cultures during this period, preconceptions about the Chinese and the actual physical boundaries of Chinatown kept Chinese Americans from achieving a reciprocal relationship in urban selfhood.\textsuperscript{57} The physical act of slumming or immigrants’ participation in other voyeuristic activities became a double-edged sword for the Chinese American community. On the one hand, it opened up Chinese communities to the larger

\textsuperscript{57} On “barbarians,” see Jacobson, \textit{Barbarian Virtues}, 6.
city populations that used to reject them outright and prevented people from viewing the Chinese American community with full revilement. On the other hand, the ease with which these middle-class Americans could simply enter into these physically defined spaces like Chinatown, make their judgments, write their articles, and go back to their homes in other parts of the city signified the gulf of separation between being fully “American” and simply becoming “Americanized”—and many mainstream Americans hardly saw Chinese Americans as that either. For instance, in 1895, Eleanor B. Caldwell expounded on “the picturesque in Chinatown” with all the different theatre costumes, furnishing styles, and “rags of gorgeous hues, reds, yellows, blues” but also did not hesitate to call San Francisco’s Chinatown “the very bowels of the underground” at the same time. \(^{58}\) Despite less outright exclusionary rhetoric, to many mainstream Americans, the Chinese immigrant remained an othered alien, one to be seen under the guise of temporary spectatorship.

Americans’ acknowledgement with condescension left many Chinese immigrants at a crossroads. Just as Americans became more aware of Chinese culture and Chinatowns in their urban spaces, the Chinese were painfully aware of the American status quo that pervaded across cities. The opening anecdote concerning the “Americanized Chinaman,” Ng Poon Chew, illustrates the crossroads. His article in *The Independent* simultaneously called for the inclusion of Chinese immigrants into the United States but not necessarily the American landscape itself. Acknowledging that the immigrants “could not possibly compete with the Americans” and that “they really have no home here,” he asserted that Chinese Americans could not fully assimilate into places outside of the physical limitations of
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Chinatown. Chew further asserted, “The claim has been made that they [Americans] do not care to associate or amalgamate with Chinese people. It would be utterly impossible for them to do so, whether they wished to or not.” Chew, a long time pastor in the Chinese American community, observed that Chinese immigrants clung together in these communities for a sense of familiarity, perhaps in defense of the rapidly developing urban spaces around them. This goes back to the idea that urban exploration was only a mobile, fluid effort for those in the mainstream, one that left those in othered groups clustered in their communities, stuck in place to be scrutinized by those observing them. Chew even recounted his own experiences in trying to move out of Chinatown, stating that he had always been compelled to stay there and that it would be “impossible” to get out, despite having been acclimated to the United States for twenty-one years.

Another telling Chinese American perspective is that of Lee Chew, a Chinese American businessman who also appeared in The Independent. Having lived in both western and eastern Chinatowns, Chew not only wrote of his time in native China but described the Americans he encountered while staying in the United States. His account is different in that he is less conciliatory than Ng Poon Chew about the treatment of Chinese Americans in the United States, griping “the treatment of the Chinese in this country is all wrong and mean…Irish fill the almshouses and prisons and orphan asylums, Italians are among the most dangerous of men, Jews are unclean and ignorant. Yet they are all let in, while Chinese, who are sober, or duly law
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abiding, clean, educated, and industrious, are shut out.” While he did acknowledge “Americans are not all bad,” his experiences as a servant and laundromat worker (then owner) illustrated a sense of injustice that many Chinese Americans felt at the time: native-born Americans treated the immigrants as cheap labor, objects of spectatorship in tourist businesses, and cultural items but hardly ever considered them to be true Americans. This resulted in the discontents expressed by these two “Americanized Chinamen.” Ng Poon Chew’s views express something more conciliatory, a struggle between Chinese culture and the American one he had adopted, while Lee Chew’s views express outright agitation. Either way, they both encompass how Chinese Americans felt at this time: constantly in the spotlight, commodified and used, but alienated all the same.

In Lee Chew’s closing question, he asked the people of San Francisco, “Under the circumstances, how can I call this my home?” This was the sentiment echoed by many immigrants at the time, many of whom felt alienated despite their exposure to the vastly expanded urban spaces of the 1890s to 1920s. Although some Chinese Americans like “Big Jim,” Lee Chew, and Ng Poon Chew were able to break through the boundaries of the stereotypes that mainstream Americans placed them under, many others remained spectacles for the rest of these rising cities to consume. Americans found advantages in the pieces of the cultures they picked up, whether it was the scholarly fulfillment of Americanizing Chinese games like Fan-tan and mahjong, the leisure and entertainment of playing those games, or physically going to Chinatowns. Some Americans even benefitted economically from their ties to Chinatown by
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operating tourism businesses that ushered other mainstream Americans into the space. All in all, by delving into this early form of orientalism and tracing the ways Americans viewed and used Chinatowns as a cultural space, it is apparent that Americans gained more as mobile players from their interactions than the Chinese American immigrants ever did as participants in that same urban space. Americans were afforded all the different pocket worlds a city had to offer, while Chinese Americans were confined to one pocket world that many felt would be too difficult to ever leave.
After World War I as the United States became the leading hegemonic power, American culture began to turn their focus away from the arts and towards industrialization and modernization. Because of this, American artists felt lost within their home country as they sensed their art forms were no longer prevalent and appreciated within society. To help combat this, American writers began to travel to Paris and created an American society of writers abroad known as the “lost generation.” Throughout the 1920s, Parisian cafés were filled with some of the greatest American writers of the decade. Such writers as Gertrude Stein, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ezra Pound, and Ernest Hemingway spent their mornings writing articles for newspapers, their afternoons proofreading each other’s personal work, and their nights drinking heavily together. These writers came to Paris not only for the inspiration to produce enduring American literature, such as Fitzgerald’s *The Great Gatsby* and Hemingway’s *The Old Man and the Sea*, but also for the camaraderie amongst the Americans living in Paris during the decade. Although many of these writers came with the intention of writing novels, many became distracted by the social scene in the city and found themselves unable to produce substantial work. Yet, despite the lack of progress, American writers continued to write home to their colleagues in the United States.
to encourage them to join the vibrant community of writers in Paris.

This group of idealistic young American writers who ventured to Paris during the interwar period is often referred to today as “the lost generation.” The term lost generation was first coined by Gertrude Stein who exclaimed to Ernest Hemingway, “You are all a génération perdu...All of you young people who served in the war. You are a lost generation.”¹ Prior to American writers coming to Paris during the interwar period, many of them served in France or Italy during World War I. During the time, it was the popular conception that men became civilized between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five; because these men were serving abroad during this time in their lives, it was thought that they never had time to mature and were subsequently “lost.”² After Hemingway wrote about the term lost generation and his interactions with Stein in his memoir, A Moveable Feast, the term stuck and became widely popular.

Throughout this article, I will explore how Paris played the ideal backdrop to the American writers of the Lost Generation throughout the decade and lent itself to creating an exciting community abroad for them. By using New York Times articles as well as memoirs from Lost Generation members such as Gertrude Stein, Ernst Hemingway, and Malcolm Cowley, I will closely analyze the writers’ views of the city and how the city of Paris itself was able to help the Lost Generation prosper throughout the decade.

Throughout the interwar period, many American writers felt that while the United States had grown into a leading world
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power, the country was losing its cultural awareness, and American art was becoming increasingly monotonous. Many of the American writers in the Lost Generation served in either Italy or France during World War I and learned of Europe’s admiration of the arts and culture. Because of the diminishing respect for American art, the first American writers began to travel to Europe to find respect for their work. Malcolm Cowley was one of the first writers who traveled abroad to Paris during the decade and spent three years there before returning to the United States. In his memoir *Exile’s Return: A Literary Odyssey of the 1920s*, he described the nature of the United States prior to his departure: “Life in this country is joyless and colorless, universally standardized, tawdry, uncreative, given over to the worship of wealth and machinery.”

As the United States pushed towards their view of modernization by encouraging industrialization throughout the country and the world, the importance of art diminished throughout the decade. In *The New York Times*, O. C. Auringer commented upon the lack of respect towards writers: “My own belief is that the prime cause of our National deficiency in this respect lies most largely in the constitution of our society. The realm of poetry is an aristocracy; and we are in the midst of the reign of the milieu, and the milieu has no soul. Poets, artists, composers, scientists—save of the utilitarian order—are in its sense but so many light-brained individuals, precocious children whose amusing capers are rewarded by a tolerating smile, but whose value to life and civilization is stubbornly denied.”
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authors continued to be denied respect in the United States, they began to travel to Europe to find the inspiration and respect they were not receiving for their writing within the United States. In *The New York Times*, Merle Schuster wrote about this first large exodus of writers to Paris: “Customs inspectors at the Gare Saint Lazare have been puzzled by the troupe of little black boxes that seems to arrive with every boatload of Americans….The fact is, the little black cases are portable typewriters, brought to Paris by the literary insurgents of America. Each one represents, potentially, the great American novel. Chicago must surrender its leadership as the literary capital of America to Paris.”

Because writers in the United States felt as though they had little value in American society, they looked to the “older culture” of France to help rejuvenate them. The members of the Lost Generation felt as though by traveling to Europe they would not only find respect for their work but also have the inspiration to write due to being in one of the largest cultural centers of the world. In Malcolm Cowley’s second memoir of his time in Paris, *A Second Flowering: Works and Days of the Lost Generation*, he wrote, “Whoever had won the war, young American writers came to regard themselves as a defeated nation. So they went to Paris, not as if they were being driven into exile, but as if they were seeking a spiritual home.” Due to the lack of appreciation of the arts in the United States, the American writers began to utilize Paris not only for the
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Parisians’ cultural appreciation towards the arts but also as a refuge for American artists to create a vibrant community abroad.

Because of this perceived “utopian” city for the arts, throughout the decade many of the most prominent writers in American history, such as E. E. Cummings and F. Scott Fitzgerald, packed up their homes in Greenwich Village in New York City (where most of the Lost Generation resided prior to World War I) and moved to Paris for inspiration. This mass exodus of writers was so great that in 1921, Benjamin de Casseres wrote the article “Paris Captured by Greenwich Village” in which he quoted the poet Barney Gallant who exclaimed, “Give us liberty or give us Paris!”

The writers felt as though in addition to being able to find creativeness abroad, it would be easier to write about the United States and their lives since they were removed from American culture and could view it from an outsider’s standpoint. Gertrude Stein explained in her memoir Paris France, “That is why writers have to have two countries, the one where they belong and the one in which they live really. The second one is romantic, it is separate from themselves, it is not real but it is really there.” Merle Schuster also echoed Gertrude Stein’s stance in his New York Times article: “In Paris the American author seems to get the right perspective of his native land. Three thousand miles away he finds himself better able to interpret or criticize the land of the free. Permeated by the
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French atmosphere, he suddenly develops a huge interest in America, and this interest, in turn, expresses itself usually in the form of a full-sized novel. More important novels by American authors have been written in Europe during the last twelve months than in any city in the United States. The Americans used Paris as this romantic second home in which they would be able to find themselves and create a new perspective on their home country.

As American writers began thinking about relocating to Paris after World War I, they were often encouraged by their colleagues who were already in France to make the trip overseas to join them. Ernst Hemingway was first encouraged in 1921 to make the trip overseas. His biggest influence to travel to Paris came through letters from Sherwood Anderson, who turned into Hemingway’s mentor during his early years in Paris. When Hemingway met Anderson in Chicago in 1919, Anderson told him that if he traveled to Paris he would be able to introduce him to some of the most influential literary people of the century to help expedite his writing career. After debating Anderson’s offer, Hemingway eventually traveled to Paris and, as promised, was soon introduced to one of the largest literary icons of the decade: Gertrude Stein.

Gertrude Stein was one of the most prominent people abroad during the decade. As Anderson introduced Hemingway to Stein, not only did he gain access to the community of writers in Europe, but by knowing Stein, he gained networking connections to every major publisher and editor in the city. One of the members of the Lost Generation, Janet Flanner, once recalled, “No American Writer is taken more seriously than Miss Stein by the Paris modernists.” It is believed that Gertrude

Stein’s support was essential for Hemingway’s success in Paris during the decade. Stein not only helped introduce him to the most prominent writers and publishers in Paris but also proofread his work and helped him publish his first piece, “Indian Camp,” in *The Transatlantic Review*. In exchange for Stein’s help, Hemingway typed Stein’s manuscripts for her.  

Stein and Hemingway became so close throughout the decade that when Hemingway wrote a letter to Sherwood Anderson about Hemingway and Stein’s relationship, Hemingway proclaimed, “Gertrude Stein and me are like brothers.”

As Hemingway became more comfortable in Paris, he in turn helped persuade more Americans to travel to France to join the expatriate community. In his memoir, *A Moveable Feast*, Hemingway exclaimed that Paris was “the town best organized for a writer to write in that there is.” The city was filled with the top writers, and publishers and editors of the decade created an elaborate community to help foster their work. By the constant flow of writers arriving to Paris and in turn encouraging more writers to make the trip overseas, the expatriate community of writers grew exponentially throughout the decade.

For many of the authors, one of the places they first ventured when they arrived in France was Sylvia Beach’s bookshop, Shakespeare and Company, on Paris’s Left Bank. Beach’s bookstore, which opened in 1919, was the first American library in Paris and gave the authors a way to read English language books while in France. In Janet Flanner’s famous column, “Letters from Paris” in *The New Yorker* about the
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social scene in Paris, she mentioned in 1926 that “Miss Sylvia Beach...is Shakespeare and Company, the most famous American bookshop and young author’s fireside in Europe.”

When the shop was first opened, Gertrude Stein became the first frequent customer to Shakespeare and Company. Stein often raved to her colleagues about the library, subsequently bringing in some of the most prominent authors, including F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ezra Pound, Ernst Hemingway, T. S. Eliot, and Sherwood Anderson, into the store. As prominent members of the Lost Generation frequented the shop, Shakespeare and Company continued to become a staple in the city. In The New York Times Marjorie Reid wrote,

> If, as Cicero said, the library is the soul of the house, Shakespeare & Co. may be described as the soul of the American literary circle of Paris. To it come, sooner or later, all lovers of the printed word, from Podunk, Me., to Pasadena, Cal. Appearing in the Latin Quarter about three years ago, the much-discussed bookshop was at once a curiosity, soon a success....The somewhat spectacular career of the shop is probably a logical expression of the personality of Sylvia Beach, the slight young woman in mannish attire, with bobbed hair, keen, level eyes, lips both firm and sensitive, was is ready to welcome visitors on almost any morning or afternoon.

Many members of the Lost Generation frequented the bookstore and quickly befriended Beach, making her one of the most prominent literary leaders in Paris. The New York Times article continued to stress her importance to the members of the Lost
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Generation in Paris: “I have known her called upon to produce not only the latest books and periodicals and lend or sell them to her customers, but also jobs, places to live, introductions and reliable information on a diversity of subjects.” As her successes as a bookkeeper grew, Beach also became a prominent publisher during the decade. One of her most famous publications was James Joyce’s *Ulysses* (1921) in which she received international accolades. Although Beach is most famous for being the shopkeeper of Shakespeare and Company, her willingness to help the American writers abroad helped strengthen the writers’ community and contributed greatly to their successes abroad.

Through her successes, she became an inspiration to many of the members of the Lost Generation. Hemingway and Beach’s relationship was so close that while he was in North America for the birth of his first child, he continuously wrote to Beach and expressed to her how much their friendship meant to him. In one of these letters, he stated that he wished he could name his first-born child after her. Hemingway wrote to Beach on November 6, 1923, “If the baby had been a girl we would have named her Sylvia. Being a boy we could not call him Shakespeare. John Hadley Nicanor is the name.” This interaction between two of the most prominent members of the Lost Generation showed the intimacy amongst the community and the importance of Shakespeare and Company to the writers. Through the establishment of Shakespeare and Company, the authors that ventured to Paris were able to read popular English books to help inspire them for their own writings while
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continuing the strong sense of an American community within the city.

While the authors had access to the English books available at Shakespeare and Company, authors struggled to find textbooks on writing in the city. The writers sought out these textbooks to help improve their writing styles and perfect their grammar. With the lack of written material, the Lost Generation turned to each other for support, subsequently influencing each other’s writings. 22 Hemingway described his working relationship with Gertrude Stein in A Moveable Feast: “We had become very good friends and I had done a number of practical things for her such as getting her long book started as a serial with Ford and helping type the manuscript and reading her proof and we were getting to be better friends than I could ever wish to be.” Authors met with their mentors and other writers at cafés, such as Closerie des Lilas in Montparnasse, to discuss their writings, proofread each other’s work, and give constructive criticism, which helped them find success abroad. 23

There were many writing groups throughout the city for help with specific types of writing, such as poetry, novels, and journalism. One of these was the Anglo-American Newspaper Men’s Association, a group of journalists that were employed by English and American newspapers. The journalists had weekly lunch meetings to speak of the struggles of working in France for their respective international newspapers and to work on their articles for publication. 24 In addition, there were many smaller writing groups, such as one including Fitzgerald, Hemingway, and Dean Guass. These writers met once a week to help each other with their writing and proofread their work. In this
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particular group, one of the most notable novels of the century, *The Great Gatsby*, was proofread and discussed. Hemingway was often at the forefront of many of the writing groups in Paris since, as Malcolm Cowley recounted, many writers considered him one of the hardest workers during the decade.

As the writing groups flourished, the Lost Generation worked together to help each other get their writing published. When writers first arrived in Paris, many of them made it a priority to seek out William A. Bradley and Jenny Bradley. This husband and wife team opened a literary salon in their home and became the top literary agent for American authors during the decade. Through them, countless notable American authors were published in some of the top Parisian publications. The Bradleys had a very good connection with the French publishing house Gillard and subsequently helped publish American works in France. Although American writers found success with French publishers with the help of the Bradleys, the expatriates felt it was difficult to publish work with American publishers while they were abroad. This created a negative overtone amongst the Lost Generation because they were frustrated about their lack of published works and recognition in the United States while they were abroad in Paris. In *The Autobiography of Alice B. Tolkas*, Tolkas recalled Gertrude Stein’s frustration and the support of the Lost Generation: “Gertrude Stein was in those days a little bitter, all her unpublished manuscripts and no hope of publication or serious recognition. Sherwood Anderson came and quite simply and directly as is his way told her what he thought of her work and what it meant to him in his development. He told it to her then and what was even rarer he
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told it in print immediately after. Gertrude Stein and Sherwood Anderson have always been the best of friends but I do not believe he realizes how much his visit meant to her.”

The writing that was published in the United States was different than the current writing trend in Paris that the Lost Generation was currently writing and finding success publishing in the city. Hemingway explained to Morley Callaghan in a letter in 1925 that the book he was writing was “all right for over here, but a little short for the U.S.A.”

Despite the determination of some writers to publish work and stay in Paris throughout the decade to write, some of the writers became exasperated by the lack of success and only stayed in Paris for a few weeks or months before ultimately returning to the United States.

Although the Lost Generation’s supportive writing community was one of the primary reasons writers traveled abroad, for many members of the Lost Generation, the community ended up causing more harm to their writing careers in the 1920s than good. In 1920 within the United States, alcohol was banned due to the Eighteenth Amendment. Because of this, many writers utilized their ability to drink legally in Paris, resulting in lavish parties and a heavy drinking atmosphere amongst the community.

Alcohol was so distracting that many of the writers gave up producing the novels that they had come to Paris to write in exchange for heavily participating in the never-ending parties of the 1920s. F. Scott Fitzgerald was one of the heaviest drinkers during the decade and often blamed Paris’s parties for his writer’s block, resulting in him jokingly naming the summer of 1925 “the summer of 1,000 parties and no work.” He often
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spent his days planning where he was going to drink that night. Malcolm Cowley recalled Fitzgerald’s skewed priorities and wild drinking habits in his memoir *A Second Flowering*: “One summer [Fitzgerald] had a literary luncheon each week with Hemingway and Dean Gauss of Princeton, but his function also involved making rounds of the nightclubs from midnight until dawn….At the end of [one] night Fitzgerald took a train for Brussels, though he doesn’t remember how or why, and woke in an utterly strange hotel.”32 Even if the American writers were actually trying to write, they were often bombarded by their friends and family and forced to abandon their work for a night out. In Hemingway’s memoir, he recounted that one night Fitzgerald choose to skip a party to stay in and write. This resulted in his wife, Zelda Fitzgerald, and him getting in a large argument that although F. Scott Fitzgerald was trying to write a novel, he was being a “kill-joy” and not socializing amongst their friends.33

The drinking atmosphere also contributed to inappropriate public behavior amongst the Lost Generation. This contributed to the Parisians having a negative perception of the Americans abroad; since they drank heavily every night, they did not fit into the French cultural norm of having one or two casual drinks. Because they partied every night until dawn, they often had negative encounters with the Parisian police. One night, the American poet E. E. Cummings was arrested by the French police for public urination while he was drunk on his way to one of the infamous Lost Generation parties. Although Cummings was released during the night, many of his friends showed up at the police station the following day to “free him” by picketing the station with posters that read “Reprieve le pisseur

Américain.” In *A Moveable Feast*, Hemingway reiterated the importance of drinking abroad when he recalled that Gertrude Stein complained to him that “all of the members of the lost generation were always drunk, many before 11 am!” This partying atmosphere amongst the Americans caused many distractions in Paris, which led many of the writers to choose to ignore their work to enjoy their time drinking in the city instead.

Some of the most successful writers who came to Paris found that to complete their work without distractions, they had to leave the city for weeks or even months at a time to separate themselves from the pressures of the heavily alcoholic environment and the other distractions of the city. Yet when they were away from Paris, these writers maintained close ties to the members of the Lost Generation in Paris by either writing constantly to them or bringing their colleagues with them. Hemingway’s peers considered him one of the most successful members of the Lost Generation. One of his mentors, Lincoln Steffens, wrote in his autobiography that Hemingway “was gay, he was sentimental, but he was always at work.” Hemingway attributed his success to his ability to leave the city to write so he was free from the constant distractions of Paris while able to continue to be a part of the influential community in Paris through writing letters. Through these extensive vacations, Hemingway had the ability to write countless pieces without the distractions that he had while he was in Paris.

Although Hemingway sometimes traveled alone or with his wife Hadley, he often chose to travel Europe with other members of the Lost Generation so they could inspire and aid
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each other with their writings. During one of his getaways in 1923, Hemingway traveled to Spain with Robert McAlmon where they were able to escape Paris to write and proofread each other’s work. Hemingway found this trip extremely helpful for McAlman’s future as a successful writer. In March 1923, Hemingway wrote to Ezra Pound about McAlman’s successes writing while abroad without any distractions, stating “McAlman is here. Been here for several days. Staying some time more. I have read of his, 15 short stories, 20 poems, 3 novels. He has written 8 or 10 short stories while he has been here, working only mornings. I am in a position to speak informally in regard to his work. Put a small bet on McAlmon.”37 This trip to Spain not only helped McAlmon develop as a writer but also was very beneficial for Hemingway. Through this trip, Hemingway not only relaxed while he explored Spain but also was able to publish his book, Three Stories and Ten Poems, with the help of McAlmon. Hemingway wrote to Morley Callaghan about his successes: “Have been in Spain six weeks with the bull fighters. Have 40,000 words done on a novel and staying here to finish it. It ought to be damned good. Have another book of short stories finished and my bull-fighting book coming out in Germany. Wrote 4,000 words today and tired as hell tonight.”38 Despite being physically disconnected from most of the members of the Lost Generation in Paris, he still sent copies of his transcripts to the city to be proofread by Gertrude Stein. Throughout the decade, Hemingway offered many members of the Lost Generation the opportunity to travel with him across Europe for inspiration and a break from partying to complete some writing.39 Hemingway’s ability to remove himself from the
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hectic lifestyle of Paris was key to his success during the decade, as juxtaposed to the lack of writing from many other members of the Lost Generation during their time in Paris.

Although many of the writers abroad during the interwar period were unable to complete their personal writing projects due to many distractions within the city, many of them worked for newspapers to help pay for their rent and fund their time abroad. Writing for newspapers was a popular option since the writers were paid for each article the newspaper published, allowing them to decide how many articles they would like to write. Although Ernest Hemingway was one of the few writers who continued writing substantial works abroad, he still wrote for and received an income from the *Toronto Star*, which allowed him to take his time finishing his personal works. In a letter, Hemingway explained the satisfaction of writing for a newspaper in between working on his personal work: “I have wrote for the Toronto paper everyday. Four in total. A thousand to twelve hundred a piece!” While Hemingway used this income to help fund his time abroad so he could complete fictional pieces, many writers used this flexible schedule so they could attend parties in Paris.

These newspaper articles written by the Lost Generation were very popular around the world, as Americans in the United States were captivated by the allure of Paris. Many popular North American newspapers picked up articles from the Lost Generation to fill the curiosity of the readers about Paris. One of these popular columns was published by *The New Yorker*. In it, Janet Flanner, under the pseudonym *Genet*, wrote about the American social life in Paris. In Flanner’s weekly column, entitled “Letters From Paris,” she was able to inform the world about the important events of Americans in Paris. She covered
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influential American-Parisian moments of the interwar period from art pieces, such as a review of Josephine Baker in her opening night of *La Revue Nègre*, to economic pieces, including how the stock market crash was influencing Americans in Paris. She also included a heavy dose of gossip in her column. One of these gossip-filled articles featured her trying to figure out which American expatriate represented which character in Hemingway’s novel *The Sun Also Rises*. She wrote, “Donald Ogden Stewart is taken to be the stuffed-bird loving Bill. Under the flimsy disguise of Braddocks, certainly Ford Madox Ford is visible as the Briton who gives, as Mr. Ford does, dancing parties in the *bal musette* behind the Pantheon.” This article led Americans both within Paris and abroad to try to figure out which expatriates Hemingway used for inspiration for his characters—a mystery that still perplexes readers today. As Americans at home were able to read about Paris, the articles encouraged many tourists to travel abroad to see the city for themselves.

These newspaper articles not only helped connect Americans readers to Paris but also helped the Lost Generation stay connected to writers in the United States. This was important if writers decided they wanted to return to the United States because they would have the opportunity to find employment and have connections outside of Paris. The popularity of their Parisian columns led Ernst Hemingway to a full-time job offer if he returned from Paris. He declined the offer, as he did not want to leave Europe, and wrote to his father, “why the bloody hell would ever go back until a male’s offspring are ready to go to college.” Through these popular Parisian articles, Americans in the United States were able to read about life in Paris and fanaticize over the romanticized
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notion of the city, while the writers were able to stay relevant in the United States.

These glamorized articles led many Americans to make a trip to Paris to see the idealized city they had been reading about in their local papers. As American tourists continued to infiltrate Paris throughout the decade, many American newspapers thought it would be ideal to set up Parisian offices to print English versions of their newspapers, which expatriates and tourists were able to read while abroad. These newspapers continued to hire American writers in Paris to write articles for them. Two of the largest American-Parisian papers during the decade, the *New York Tribune* and the *Chicago Tribune*, helped entertain Americans during their visits to Paris and became widely successful. These papers were popular as Americans abroad were able to stay up to read the news and gossip of both the United States and France.

As the members of the Lost Generation were able to support themselves on only a few newspaper articles a year, the inexpensive price of living in Paris was imperative to the writers. In a letter to his parents during a brief time in the United States during the decade, Ernst Hemingway compared the prices of living in Paris versus New York: “I am working very hard here with very little pleasure. Making no more money than I did in Paris with eight times the expense. For instance an apartment [in Paris] costs 3,000 francs a year. This one [in New York] costs 18,500 francs a year.” For writers, it felt that it was an easy decision to move to Paris. In addition to having a strong community and the ability to network with the leading literary personnel of the decade, the writers could also live more cheaply than in the United States.
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Some authors, such as Malcolm Cowley, utilized grants to help fund their trips abroad. These grants consisted of both federal and private money and encouraged the spreading of American ideals abroad. Cowley was the recipient of the American Field Service Fellowship, which awarded him $1,000 to move to Paris with his family to write. Although the fellowship was awarded to help fund his time writing abroad, Cowley only wrote a few small pieces during his year and spent most of his time drinking and enjoying himself. Thus, on the Cowleys’ return from their year abroad, they only had $5 and a few completed short stories to their name.46 Through the inexpensive living of the 1920s in Paris, many authors felt it was not necessary to complete their personal writings since they were able to live comfortably without publishing anything substantial in France.

After only a decade, the creative and fun lifestyle of the Americans living abroad in Paris quickly came to an end. On October 29, 1929, American society was changed forever with the Wall Street stock market crash. This date, also known as Black Tuesday, gave way to the Great Depression, causing economic turmoil and a large increase in unemployment, resulting in the United States entering one of the most chaotic periods in the twentieth century. And just as the parties in Paris quickly began, they abruptly ended as Americans swiftly returned home to try to help their families and friends. Malcolm Cowley described this moment beautifully in his memoir Exile’s Return: “A generation of American writers went out into the world like the children in Grimm’s fairy tales who ran away from a cruel stepmother. They wandered for years in search of treasure and then came back like the grown children to dig for it at home. But the story in life was not so simple and lacked the
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happy ending of fairy tales."\textsuperscript{47} Cowley recalled the transition from the parties in Paris to the bleak everyday lives in the United States during the depression: “The adventure had ended and once more they were part of the common life.”\textsuperscript{48}

To combat their depression and longing for the time abroad, many members of the Lost Generation began to write memoirs about their experiences in Paris. These memoirs gave the writers a way to remain connected to Paris and their memories of their time there while they were in the United States. Memoirs, such as \textit{A Moveable Feast} by Ernest Hemingway, \textit{Paris France} and \textit{The Autobiography of Alice B. Tolkas} by Gertrude Stein, and \textit{Exile’s Return} and \textit{A Second Flowering} by Malcolm Cowley, began to be published. Just as the writers of the Lost Generation felt as though they could write about the United States by being removed from it, they conversely felt as though they were able to reflect upon their time in the 1920s in Paris since they were now in the United States. Although some of the writers were distracted within the decade and unable to produce substantial work while they were physically in Paris, their time abroad in the city helped inspire them for years to come.

Throughout the 1920s, the most prominent writers in American history ventured to Paris to create a large artistic expatriate community in the city. After World War I, the United States began to minimize the importance of the arts, leaving the writers lost on where they fit in American society. Soon writers began to travel to Europe and encouraged their peers to make the trip abroad to create a large and vibrant American writing community in Paris. Although some members of this group used their time abroad to spend all of their money and drink, the members of the Lost Generation made connections and strengthened the bonds of American writers.

\textsuperscript{47} Cowley, \textit{Exile’s Return}, 289.

\textsuperscript{48} Ibid.
While abroad, the writers helped each other however they could, whether that be proofreading, traveling together, aiding with publications, or simply drinking together. These relationships helped create some of the most famous American novels, such as F. Scott Fitzgerald’s *The Great Gatsby*, and memoirs, such as Ernest Hemingway’s *A Moveable Feast*. In addition to these novels, the Lost Generation writers penned thousands of newspaper articles, which encouraged American tourists to come to Paris and experience the city for themselves. As the United States began to dismiss writers during the interwar period, the city of Paris took these American writers in and fostered a kinetic energy that helped American writers feel a connection to help each other find success while abroad.
Dual-Promise Doctrine:
Guantanamo Bay as a Microcosm of US-Cuba Relations

Joshua May

In the decades since US naval and marine forces first disembarked at what would become Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, the base has stood the test of time, riding out revolution, international crises, detainee abuse allegations, and continued implacable antagonism between Cuba and the United States. Throughout the Cold War, the existence of the base was repeatedly threatened, yet it still exists. The puzzle of how the base was able to survive this turmoil, particularly during the Cold War, invites close examination. This article argues that an overarching policy guideline, unarticulated but closely adhered to, can explain the behaviors of successive US and Cuban leaders toward the base within the wider context of US-Cuba relations. This policy guideline, which I label the dual-promise doctrine, has perpetuated a status quo little changed since the Kennedy administration, where the policy has its roots. I will first provide a brief background of the naval base at Guantanamo and then explore how the events of 1959 and beyond created the conditions for the dual-promise doctrine.

Guantanamo before the Revolution

As a consequence of American intervention in Cuba’s independence struggle against the Spanish, the United States and Cuba ratified the Cuban-American Treaty in February 1903,
giving the United States permission to operate a coaling station and naval base in Cuba. Only certain limitations, such as free passage through the base’s waters for Cuban vessels and a ban on commercial enterprise, were included. In return, the United States agreed to pay $2,000 in gold annually. Following the 1934 repeal of the Platt Amendment, the legal document that had originally established the base, the United States and Cuba extended the lease into perpetuity in a follow-up treaty that same year and made the lease terminable only by mutual agreement. In the first few years of the base’s existence until US entry into the First World War in 1917, it was a backwater and accommodated only a handful of naval vessels and marines—200 men in total between marines and sailors. The base was obscure to both the American and Cuban publics, entering into domestic Cuban affairs only in cases of revolution (as in 1906 and 1917) when marines engaged in limited operations beyond the base perimeter to secure and defend American lives and interests.

World War I provided the pretext for a large overhaul and expansion of the naval base, with most work finished by 1918, the last year of the war. The United States limited wartime use
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of the base to coaling and refueling; after the war, the base shrank again and remained on standby status for nearly two decades. The interwar years were quiet and uneventful, with the only controversy coming in the form of a Cuban farmer named Márquez. Because the inhabitants of the naval base required more food than could be shipped in a timely manner from the United States, base officials gave Márquez permission to set up a ranch on base property, where he sold beef, milk, and veal. Márquez’s neighbors, allegedly jealous at his monopoly, invoked the commercial enterprise ban in the lease, and Márquez was forced to withdraw.4

By 1938, the base still hosted only 22 officers and 282 enlisted men, mostly navy sailors but also some marines. The growing war scare in Europe and the Pacific prompted a mobilization and restructuring effort across the US military establishment, and an inspectorate board of navy officers visited the island in 1938 to assess capabilities, ultimately recommending a massive expansion. In the early years of World War II, German U-Boats achieved great success sinking Allied convoys in the Caribbean, and the United States strengthened the defenses at Guantanamo in response. As the “Crossroads of the Caribbean,” the naval base became an important waystation for military and civilian vessels during the war. During this period, 1,200 marines were permanently stationed at the base and a further 6,000 trained there.5

The rapid transition from World War II to Cold War was a powerful impetus for maintaining and, indeed, expanding base operations. The outbreak of the Korean War and the rise of the Iron Curtain in Europe encouraged President Harry Truman to maintain a global position of strength in the face of what appeared to be encroaching worldwide communism. US

4 Ibid., chap. 6.
5 Ibid., chap. 12.
policymakers therefore placed great emphasis on the base at Guantanamo, and relations with the Cubans on both the local and state level were never better than in the early to mid-1950s. In 1951 and again in 1952, a local mayor and the commandant of the base cooperated to host a Cuban American Fraternity Day, attended by hundreds from both sides. Carnivals held throughout the 1950s on the base complemented these festivities, and money raised during the carnivals went to local charities. Many Cubans also worked on the base during these years; of the eleven thousand residents on the base in 1952, three thousand were Cuban guest workers.6

The 1952 revolt that brought Fulgencio Batista to power in Cuba was barely noticed at the base, which merely canceled shore liberties for sailors during the fighting. A visit by the new Cuban minister of national defense to the base just months after the coup assured that Batista intended to continue business as usual with the Americans.7 As the 1950s began to draw to a close, there was hardly an inkling of the momentous events that would close out the decade. Both governments saw the American presence at Guantanamo as positive, and the local population benefited from employment opportunities and the disaster relief aid the base frequently provided. Within a few years, however, the entire geopolitical scene changed.

**La Revolución Comes to Cuba**

The last few months of 1958 ushered in major changes to the Cuban political landscape. A number of Cuban revolutionaries, including Fidel Castro, Raul Castro, and Che Guevara, returned to Cuba from exile in Mexico and began rallying support for an insurgency against Batista, whom they

---

6 Ibid., chap. 17.
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accused of subverting Cuban democracy. The United States initially considered Castro’s insurgency a relatively low-level event, not without precedent in Cuban history. US perception changed drastically, however, when on June 27 a group of Cuban rebels led by Raul Castro ambushed a bus carrying US Marines and sailors from Guantanamo City to the naval base and took twenty-four of them hostage.  

Although Castro’s motives in kidnapping the US military personnel remain unclear, the decision was quickly counteracted. On July 14, Castro sent an apology letter to the US embassy in Havana but refused to forswear similar actions in the future. On July 18, he released the hostages. Although Castro’s hostility to the US presence at Guantanamo was undisguised from the beginning, the speedy and nonviolent resolution of the hostage crisis suggests a desire to avoid confronting the United States too soon, at least not before the defeat of Batista and the consolidation of power. Castro’s rhetoric and actions later took on an increasingly hostile tone, but in the earlier days of the revolution, it appears that Castro hoped to avoid provoking a US intervention, which is why he released the hostages without a quid pro quo.

To the alarm of Eisenhower administration officials, the hostage crisis was not the only confrontation between US forces

---

at Guantanamo and Castro’s rebels during the revolution. In late November 1958, Cuban rebels seized the plant supplying water to the naval base and cut off the water supply on three occasions. A secret report by the Department of State’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research speculated at the time that the move was likely an attempt by the rebels to gain recognition from the United States as a belligerent power or perhaps draw Batista’s forces away from other areas. Whatever the motive, the water cutoff caused consternation in the White House and Pentagon, and the military scrambled to prepare contingency plans to retake the water plant. Coming so soon in the wake of the hostage crisis, the water supply crisis elevated the profile of the insurgency in Washington, DC, and set in motion the official US response to Castro’s increasingly successful insurgents.

New Year’s Day 1959 saw the triumphant entry of rebel forces into Havana and the collapse of the Batista regime. The Eisenhower administration was now forced to come to terms with the reality of Castro, and many in the administration, particularly the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), worried in memos and at meetings that the status of Guantanamo Bay was in peril, citing Castro’s avowed and repeated condemnation of the base. Castro himself threw fuel on the flames when in February he delivered a broadside attack on American economic policy while in Guantanamo City, a location he probably chose for the symbolism to send a message to the United States. However, a propaganda war was all the fledgling Cuban regime could afford at the moment given the relative strengths of Cuba and the United States, the need to consolidate power, and the still


equivocal position of the Soviets. These issues did not stop Che Guevara from announcing publicly while on a trip to India that the base would soon be gone. By 1960, the Cuban government launched a two-pronged propaganda campaign for both domestic Cuban and international audiences.\(^\text{13}\)

Back in Washington, DC, senior policymakers unanimously agreed not only that the United States had the right to maintain its base as per the original lease but also that the base must be defended with the full might of the United States against any attack. Just weeks after Castro’s Guantanamo City speech, the navy issued a statement reaffirming US commitment to a presence at Guantanamo.\(^\text{14}\) Eisenhower himself expressly addressed the matter, publicly announcing that “the termination of our diplomatic and consular relations with Cuba has no effect on the status of our Naval Station at Guantanamo. The treaty rights under which we maintain the Naval Station may not be abrogated without the consent of the United States.”\(^\text{15}\)

At a National Security Council (NSC) meeting in March 1960, Admiral Arleigh Burke, chief of naval operations, presented several scenarios that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had concluded were most likely to occur. Military planners believed that a direct, armed attack was highly unlikely due to Cuba’s military


\(^{14}\) “Document 459: Memorandum from the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs’ Special Assistant (Hill) to the Assistant Secretary of State (Rubottom),” in Glennon and Landa, *Foreign Relations*, 801–3.

\(^{15}\) Murphy, “The History of Guantanamo Bay,” chap. 18.
and political weaknesses and the sure threat of overwhelming retaliation, but “harassment” techniques were an almost guaranteed substitute. Burke revealed plans to reinforce the marine contingent at the base and pledged to protect US citizens still in Cuba, asserting confidently that US forces could, if needed, move around the island to aid US citizens without serious impediment.  

Realizing, as US policymakers did, that a frontal attack on the base would be insanity, Castro took his anti-Guantanamo campaign abroad. On 26 September 1960, Castro delivered a rousing oration at the United Nations (UN) General Assembly in which he lambasted American treatment of Cuba, saying it had been “virtually a colony” and that the base at Guantanamo had been used to promote “self-aggression, to justify an attack on Cuba.” As Castro took his anti-Guantanamo campaign to the international level, the Americans were working at the same level to counter him. Just days after the UN speech, the Eisenhower administration decided to seek support from the Organization of American States for the continued presence of the naval base. At the Department of State and JCS meeting, it was pointed out that the Cubans were fastidiously avoiding using such words as *attack* in their rhetoric that could be construed to have a martial connotation and that any efforts henceforth would likely be through legal channels.

---


On the ground, Cuban forces erected more fencing around the base and started detaining Cuban guest workers, forcing them to turn over their salaries in order to exchange their US dollars for Cuban currency. In the last few months of his presidency, Eisenhower faced a particularly troublesome dilemma in Cuba with no obvious solution before him. At an NSC meeting in November 1960, Eisenhower lamented that too restrained a reaction to Cuban provocation would invite further aggressive action but that too forceful a response would be a blow to the international opinion of the United States. Ultimately, the problem was left to his successor, as the US-Cuban drama entered its most dangerous period.

Eyeball to Eyeball: Guantanamo Under Kennedy

Senator John F. Kennedy spent much of the 1960 presidential campaign sharply criticizing the foreign policy of the Eisenhower administration and promising an even tougher line on communism under his presidency. Addressing the issue of Cuba directly, Kennedy accused Eisenhower (and by extension Kennedy’s Republican opponent and Eisenhower’s vice president, Richard Nixon) of “doing nothing” and “standing helplessly by” as Cuba went red. Kennedy promised voters that he would take a tough stand against Castro and not repeat Eisenhower’s “blunder after blunder, defeat after defeat.”

---
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The situation at Guantanamo remained unchanged even as power in Washington transitioned from Republicans to Democrats and Kennedy moved into the Oval Office. Cuba still maintained a policy of harassing Cuban base workers, whom they derogatively referred to as *gusaros* (worms), subjecting them to humiliating strip searches and forced currency exchanges. Base workers, many of whom had worked for twenty or thirty years in the employ of the US Navy, remained loyal to the United States during the revolution. The Cuban government reacted decisively, banning all further hiring in 1961.  

On 22 January 1961, just two days after Kennedy was sworn in as president, top policymakers met to discuss the Cuba policy. Although the new administration was eager to demonstrate American resolve at Guantanamo, Chairman of the JCS General Lyman Lemnitzer warned about the “enormous implications” of significantly reinforcing the US contingent at Guantanamo, even predicting that Castro might use such a buildup as a pretext for an attack on the base. He also pointed out that despite low-level harassment, there was as of yet no serious buildup of Cuban troops in the area around the base and that a Cuban attack remained improbable. Despite these admonitions, within two months, a marine battalion was sent to

---

22 Murphy, “The History of Guantanamo Bay,” chap. 18.

Guantanamo, and the navy stepped up “routine” air and naval training exercises in the area.\(^{24}\)

In April of Kennedy’s first year in office, a group of CIA-trained Cuban paramilitaries launched an abortive invasion at the Bay of Pigs. Accounts differ as to who bore the ultimate responsibility for the failure of the invasion, but President Kennedy’s refusal to provide air support to counter the capable Cuban air force and the steady loyalty of Cuba’s army are generally listed as signal causes for Castro’s resounding victory, which he touted as a victory not only for himself but for the entire Third World against American “imperialism.”\(^{25}\) A classified after-action report developed a few weeks later by the CIA provided an in-depth sequence of events and sought to identify root causes for the operation’s failure. Guantanamo Bay was scarcely mentioned, and it appears from declassified sources that the base was not utilized in either an active or a passive function during the operation.\(^{26}\) In a soul-searching discussion amongst senior Kennedy administration officials around the same time, Secretary of State Dean Rusk said that he had earlier suggested the rebels land closer to Guantanamo and position themselves with the base at their back (thus creating strategic

\(^{24}\)“Document 73: Memorandum from the Commander in Chief, Atlantic (Dennison) to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Lemnitzer),” in Smith and Patterson, *Foreign Relations*, 175–76.


depth), but “military friends [who] didn’t want to spoil the virginity” of the base nixed the idea.\(^\text{27}\)

The events of the Bay of Pigs invasion provide invaluable insight into the Kennedy administration’s overarching policy regarding Guantanamo Bay. From the beginning, administration officials from the president on down publicly and repeatedly asserted the US claim to the base and the willingness to defend it by all means necessary, rhetoric that may have encouraged Castro not to swerve from his nonviolent approach to resisting the US presence in Cuba. Although the second part of Kennedy’s policy was less pronounced, it was equally efficacious: limited provocative action involving the base in order to deny Castro the pretext for an assault. This two-pronged approach—the vocal promise of total defense and the tacit assurance of no provocations—formed the bedrock of not only Kennedy’s policies but also those of all subsequent presidents. This idea, which I am calling the “dual-promise doctrine,” more than anything else, is responsible for the continued existence of Guantanamo despite the odds.

Cuban acquiescence to the dual-promise doctrine was confirmed by a peculiar back channel between Havana and Washington that briefly existed to facilitate confidential dialogue. In August 1961, Assistant Special Counsel to the President Richard Goodwin attended a cocktail party in Uruguay where Che Guevara was also a guest. Although Goodwin was not authorized to do anything more than “listen” to Guevara, Guevara came with the full backing of Castro and his government, making the late-night conversation between the two men an invaluable glance into Havana’s thinking during Kennedy’s first year in office, after the Bay of Pigs but before the Missile Crisis. Among other things, Guevara reassured Goodwin

that “of course” the Cubans would not attack the base at Guantanamo and laughed aloud “as if at the absurdly self-evident nature of such a statement.”

This back channel to Guevara, however, was never repeated, and hopes of a rapprochement coming from this meeting were quashed by Kennedy’s determination to crush Castro by other means. Importantly, however, this is the first sure evidence that the dual-promise doctrine represented a satisfactory status quo for the Cubans.

Guantanamo again played deliberate second fiddle in Kennedy’s first major Cuban operation after the Bay of Pigs invasion. Operation Mongoose was an ambitious covert operation to destabilize the regime, remove Castro, and end communist rule in Cuba. The many assassination attempts, psychological warfare campaigns, and covert undertakings ultimately failed, but they reflected Kennedy’s unwillingness to swerve from his campaign promise of defeating Castro.

Throughout the events of Operation Mongoose, administration officials again chose a lesser role for Guantanamo, in keeping with the unofficial dual-promise doctrine. Provision was made for limited US Navy/CIA intelligence operations, psychological warfare, agent infiltration/exfiltration, clandestine maritime operations, and, in a foreshadowing of the base’s later purpose, holding and interrogating Cuban infiltrators and agents who had

28 “Document 257: Memorandum from the President's Assistant Special Counsel (Goodwin) to President Kennedy,” in Smith and Patterson, Foreign Relations, 642–45.


broken into the base. In all of these, Guantanamo played only a limited support role, and its involvement was kept strictly quiet. Chairman of the JCS General Lemnitzer and CIA Director John McCone were the two most vocal supporters of this policy, but support for the dual-promise doctrine was not universal. As late as August 1962, Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy was still wondering aloud during White House meetings about whether more aggressive action should be taken, including “provoking action” against Guantanamo that would permit the United States to retaliate.

Although Robert Kennedy’s suggestion was never acted upon, the Joint Chiefs of Staff throughout the Cold War maintained well-established contingency plans for reacting to potential Cuban attacks. The essence of these plans changed very little, and the standing orders as of 16 October 1961 are representative. In the event of a Cuban incursion, defined as an unmistakable and sustained armed attack on Guantanamo Bay, the following would occur:

- the base commander had complete discretion to act in his own defense as he saw fit;

---
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the three main aims of retaliatory action would be to defend Guantanamo, reestablish a pro-US government in Cuba, and restore and maintain order;

the progression of events would begin with a blockade, followed by a reinforcement of Guantanamo, and finished off with full amphibious landings with a force totaling at least 15,500 marine infantry, a 9,000-man marine air contingent, a 23,000-strong army unit comprised mostly of the 82nd Airborne, and a naval covering force.

The October 1961 plans rested on two key assumptions: there would be no Soviet military response and no nuclear weapons would be required. In the words of the military planners, a nuclear attack “would be a political disaster anyway,” meaning that the stigma and condemnation the United States would inevitably draw from a nuclear strike would far outweigh the benefits accrued by removing Castro.34

Castro for his part continued to be appeased, if not fully content, with the dual-promise doctrine. The Cubans committed no serious provocations, and incidents of harassment were limited to belligerent but nonviolent actions against marine sentries. The propaganda war, however, continued unabated, and extensive coverage was given to allegations of territorial incursions by the United States into Cuba, especially from Guantanamo.35 A Department of Defense estimate in September 1962 suggested that Castro had between 5,000 and 6,000 troops in the area around the base, supported by defensive fortifications and well-placed artillery batteries. At the same time, US

35 “Document 390: Memorandum from the Director of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research (Hilsman) to Acting Secretary of State Ball,” in Smith and Patterson, Foreign Relations, 963–66.
personnel strength on base was 3,017.\textsuperscript{36} Taking note of the perceived imbalance, Kennedy took to the airwaves that same month and in a press conference warned of grave consequences for Castro if the “communist buildup in Cuba were to endanger or interfere with our security in any way, including our base at Guantanamo,” pledging that “this country will do whatever must be done to protect its security.”\textsuperscript{37}

The most troubling storm clouds were still on the horizon. In October 1962, US policymakers realized that the Soviet Union had positioned a number of nuclear missiles with significant range in Cuba. Under expedited construction and with the potential to hit most of the continental United States, the missiles posed a grave existential threat to national security, and the Kennedy administration immediately convened top advisors to discuss the way forward. It was not long before Guantanamo was inevitably mentioned. At a National Security Council meeting on October 20, President Kennedy queried his advisors for possible scenarios for resolving the crisis. Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara and Ambassador to the United Nations Adlai Stevenson agreed that Cuba should be blockaded and American missiles in Turkey be withdrawn (both conditions were eventually accepted by Kennedy) but also proposed a withdrawal from Guantanamo. Kennedy reportedly “sharply rejected” this proposal, arguing that it would constitute a surrender under pressure. Instead, the president supported the efforts Chairman of the JCS General Maxwell Taylor, who reported that measures were already underway to stealthily

\textsuperscript{36} “Document 408: Memorandum from the Secretary of Defense’s Military Assistant (Brown) to Secretary of Defense McNamara,” in Smith and Patterson, \textit{Foreign Relations}, 1035–36.

infiltrate marine reinforcements into the base, with ships standing by to evacuate dependents.  

Marine reinforcements were a welcome sight for the base, where conditions were tenser than at any point in history. The marines arrived just a day after the NSC meeting. One sailor at the base expressed his relief, stating “I sure felt better seeing those Marines.” Despite the threat of nuclear annihilation, morale at the base remained high for the duration of the crisis. Members of the Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (“Seabees”) completed a series of hundreds of concrete reinforced bunkers “in record time,” and nearly everyone at the base experienced sixteen- to twenty-hour workdays. Meanwhile, the dependents of base personnel, ranging in age from four days to seventy years old, were taken by ship to Little Creek, VA, where they received temporary provisions and medical care. The outpouring of support from across the country was overwhelming; one radio station in Houston organized a Gifts for Gitmo campaign that saw some two thousand Christmas presents collected and delivered to the families.

In a NSC meeting on October 21, Kennedy once again firmly shot down a proposal to surrender Guantanamo, arguing that it would indicate to Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev that the United States was “in a state of panic” and that such a move

---
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would appear “completely defensive.” Throughout the crisis, Kennedy faced confrontation from not only the communist world but also his own government. The pressure from his advisors and military chiefs, such as Air Force General Curtis LeMay, to attack or take other hostile action was immense. Even his brother, Attorney General Robert Kennedy, who a year earlier had suggested provoking aggression at Guantanamo, was once again in favor of an extreme confrontational position. Kennedy’s tape recorders picked up an officially off-the-record conversation from October in which Robert Kennedy wondered whether “we can get involved in this through...Guantanamo Bay, or something,...or whether there’s some ship that, you know, *sink the Maine again or something*” (emphasis added).

Ultimately, cooler heads prevailed, and the Soviets backed down from Cuba in exchange for a withdrawal of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) missiles in Turkey and a promise never to invade Cuba; Guantanamo remained in American hands. The issue of Guantanamo, however, was not settled here. Several days after the peaceful resolution of the crisis, Khrushchev sent a letter to Kennedy with a plea to close the naval base because it presented a “great burden of a moral nature” and was an “aggressive, not defensive” installation. This immediately preceded a bilateral meeting of top-level American and Soviet leaders on November 2. At this meeting, Soviet First

Deputy Chairman of the Council of Ministers Anastas Mikoyan reiterated Khrushchev’s call for a dismantling of Guantanamo. American delegates responded that the present meeting was to discuss “only one problem” and any discussion of Guantanamo was strictly off the table.\textsuperscript{46} The Soviets were not the only ones to continue to demand the removal of the naval base; Castro personally wrote UN Secretary General U Thant expressing his view that any US promise not to invade was ineffective without a number of preconditions, one of which, naturally, was an American withdrawal from Guantanamo.\textsuperscript{47} Predictably, the letter met with silence from the United States.

Back at Guantanamo, troop levels were slowly returning to normal. An attack carrier group remained in the immediate area until December 20, but dependents were returned as quickly as possible to assure a reunion with family members before Christmas.\textsuperscript{48} On December 11, the first of the marine reinforcements pulled out, and by the end of 1962, operations at the base had more or less returned to business as usual.\textsuperscript{49} By May 1963, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had revised their Cuban contingency plans, which now mulled creative scenarios in which an invasion of Cuba with the aim of regime change could still proceed despite US assurances to the contrary. One of the more probable eventualities, they concluded, would be a Cuban “incursion” at the base or a cutoff of the water supply, which
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\textsuperscript{49} Murphy, “The History of Guantanamo Bay,” chap. 19.
would prompt retaliation and “protective action.” The plans proceeded to spell out that should the Cubans resist (and it was assumed that they would) “the security of the element would justify broadened actions” that would naturally “require U.S. invasion.”

From the Cuban side, Castro was devastated by what he perceived as Soviet betrayal during the crisis. Following these dramatic events, Cuban foreign policy began to take a decidedly more independent direction, and Castro quietly began to put out feelers to the United States for some kind of accommodation. But because he gave the impression that “we [the United States] need a settlement more than he does and therefore we should offer the concessions,” the Americans demurred, knowing that a withdrawal from Guantanamo would inevitably be foremost in Castro’s mind as a concession.

Settling for Status Quo: Guantanamo in the Late Cold War

President Kennedy’s assassination in November 1963 marked the end to the most confrontational period of Cuba-US relations. It did not, however, mark the end of the American dual-promise doctrine or low-level incidents. Under Kennedy’s successor Lyndon Johnson in 1964, the Cubans finally decided

---
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to cut off the water supply to the base in response to the arrest of Cuban fishermen who had been fishing illegally off the Florida coast. Instead of responding with force, as had been envisioned in various Department of Defense scenarios or as might have been suggested by Robert Kennedy, Johnson chose to continue his predecessor’s policy of limited provocation. He ordered a policy of self-sufficiency at the base that has continued to the present day. Following a truly herculean effort, a full desalination plant was shipped from California to provide the base’s water needs, and the Cuban water supply was never restored.53

The rest of the Cold War saw various ebbs and flows in Cuban relations. Under President Richard Nixon in January 1974, the Cuban ambassador to Mexico publicly announced Cuba’s willingness to resume normal diplomatic relations with the United States in exchange for a lift on the embargo without the surrender of Guantanamo being a precondition. Later that year, two US senators visited Cuba, the first such visit since Castro’s revolution.54 The policy of limited détente continued under the short-lived Gerald Ford administration, but the tenor of the relationship turned cold again in 1975 when Cuba began large-scale support for Angolan Marxists.55


In October 1979, the Soviet Union again sent a brigade of combat troops to Cuba, and US President Jimmy Carter acted to assert American resolve, ordering a massive amphibious landing drill with the 38th Marine Amphibious Landing. Although Carter’s successor Ronald Reagan is today renowned as a hardened cold warrior, the Reagan administration’s Cuba policy was remarkably restrained and even lukewarm, especially in comparison to action elsewhere in Latin America. A number of naval exercises, rhetorical broadsides, and a resumption of high-flying airplane surveillance of the island was the extent to which Reagan moved against Castro, and relations were not altered significantly under his tenure. By the end of Reagan’s term, he even received praise from Castro as a “realistic” president who “might be trying to go down in history as a peaceful president,” which are surprising words indeed from a man who had earlier compared Reagan to the Nazis.

With the end of the Cold War, relations at the local level became more muted than in the past; despite state-level hostility, disputes at the local level have been few. Occasional diplomatic flare-ups like the defection of two Cuban Air Force pilots in 1993 have been the only serious obstacle to normal working relations between the base and local Cuban entities. In addition to the pilots, there is a larger movement of refugees and defectors, many of whom try to escape Cuba’s minefields and penetrate the “Cactus Curtain” (a ring of cacti planted around Guantanamo by Castro’s soldiers) but are shot on sight or

---

attacked with grenades by Cuban forces. The most recent use for the base as a detention facility hosting terrorists apprehended as part of the US War on Terror has surprisingly not created waves in Castro’s Cuba. When the facility opened shortly after the American invasion of Afghanistan, the Cubans registered protest only that the detainees might escape and enter Cuban territory and have not expressed concern at their treatment, according to a 2002 newspaper article.

Conclusion

In more recent years, relations between the United States and Cuba are perhaps better than ever. Monthly meetings bring together the commandant of the base and the commander of local Cuban forces to discuss issues of mutual interest, and each side sends courtesy emails to inform the other side of major actions being undertaken so as not to create undiplomatic surprises. The Kennedy conception of the dual-promise doctrine has persisted across administrations, parties, and generations and continues to form the bedrock of US and Cuban policies. The base has become more valuable to the Cuban government as a tool of propaganda than as actual territory itself, and it is not in Cuba’s interest to see that situation change. The customary rhetoric has not abated—new President Raul Castro railed against the “usurped” territory in a speech shortly after assuming power from his ailing brother—and the Cubans
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continue to refuse to cash the checks sent by the United States as payment for the lease.\(^6\) The immense propaganda value that the US presence affords, along with the unmistakable preponderance of force on the US side, is responsible perhaps more than anything else for Cuba’s continued adherence to the dual-promise doctrine. In 2012, the last two native Cuban workers on the base, aged 79 and 82, finally retired, marking the end of an era.\(^6\)

For US military personnel and their families, life at America’s naval base at Guantanamo continues much as it has for over a hundred years, and the base has endured despite all odds through one international crisis after another. Guantanamo’s continued existence is ultimately due to a careful balancing act on both sides of the Cactus Curtain. US doctrine, first established by President Kennedy, balanced a limitation on provocations from the base with an iron guarantee of defense in the face of aggression. Cuba, for its part, has had to balance a propaganda war of immense value without provoking the Americans too much, and the result has been a strange but durable detente.

**Postscript**

President Barack Obama’s bombshell 17 December 2014 announcement that the United States and Cuba were working to normalize relations suddenly thrust Guantanamo Bay back into

---


international headlines. For the first time since the beginning of the War on Terror, however, scrutiny of the naval base is leveled not at the terrorist detention facility but at the status of the base itself. Eighteen months of secret negotiations between Cuba and the United States, which resulted in a “spy-swap” arrangement for jailed intelligence personnel and the release of Cuban political prisoners, apparently did not definitively resolve the Guantanamo question. A White House fact sheet released in the wake of the announcement made no mention of the base, but Raul Castro’s January 28 demand for a return to full Cuban sovereignty has created an elephant in the room.

The White House was quick to rule out any transfer, stating unequivocally on February 4 that the base would remain in US hands and radio and television programs being broadcast from base soil into Cuba would continue unaffected. This represents the strongest Obama-era defense of the base to date and is almost certainly a reaction to bipartisan domestic opposition to diplomatic relations, as well as a healthy sense of caution in uncharted waters. Neither Obama, already under attack for his foreign policy decisions, nor Castro, who is known for his slow and steady pace of reform, are yet willing to place all of the cards on the table. Despite much progress thus far—including

_________

the exchange of ambassadors, loosening of trade restrictions, and liberalization of banking and remittance policy—both sides suffer from a fundamental mistrust of the other, a product of five decades of antagonism. This attitude was captured succinctly by aging ex-President Fidel Castro, who while not condemning the deal publicly expressed his mistrust of US policy.  

For all his bluster about a rapprochement not “mak[ing] any sense” without a return of Guantanamo, Raul Castro is likely engaging in political showmanship when he demands the base as a precondition to further normalization. Because such a handover was not a part of the originally announced agreement, it is unclear whether US policy will waver on this issue. If Castro is able to sense the historical significance of the moment, he may very well back down from his threats and settle for the already attractive package agreed upon by the two countries. Alternatively, he may continue to insist for the base’s return after over a century of American rule. Although it is impossible to make predictions with any accuracy, the dual-promise doctrine itself may ultimately become a victim of the new rapprochement, as leaders on both sides learn to chart a new path forward.


Haiti’s Cholera Epidemic: Should the United Nations Continue to Enjoy Absolute Immunity?

Susan Lee

Since 2010, several microbiological studies have conclusively traced the source of Haiti’s first cholera epidemic in over a hundred years. These studies concluded the source was the United Nations’ (UN) Nepalese peacekeeping troops who were stationed in Haiti after the 7.0-magnitude earthquake. Failure to sanitize the waste at the United Nations’ base infected a tributary that feeds into one of the largest rivers in Haiti.\(^1\) Despite these findings, the United Nations has failed to accept any responsibility for the outbreak and therefore has breached the basic principles of humanitarian aid. Since the 1940s, the United Nations has been granted absolute immunity under several international treaties, protecting them from any legal recourse in the matter of the Haitian cholera epidemic. Should the United Nations be allowed to enjoy absolute legal immunity
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while being a major contributor to the deaths of thousands of civilians in Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and Cuba? This article will explicate why the UN was granted legal immunity in 1947 and dissect the arguments that were made against and on behalf of the UN in *Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations* to understand what these events mean for Haiti’s cholera victims. Understanding these arguments requires an explication of the political history of Haiti before the historic earthquake, the aftermath of the cholera epidemic, and an investigation of how this event did not follow the common established causes for epidemic occurrence after natural disasters. Finally, this article will examine the arguments made in *Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations* to determine how legal immunity has hindered humanitarian aid in Haiti. This article’s importance and relevance is paramount because it predicts both how the court case ruling will affect Haiti’s continuing struggle to recover and how the United Nations will handle other humanitarian aid crises, such as the very recent Nepal earthquake of 2015.

To better understand Haiti’s continuing struggle with cholera, it is crucial to appreciate Haiti’s pre-earthquake politics and history. In the early nineteenth century, Haiti became the first independent Caribbean state when it obtained its sovereignty from France. Haiti also became the first republic led by black leaders. This historical start was not met with much luck or prosperity in the years to follow. Decades of poverty, environmental degradation (deforestation), climate change, violence, political instability, and dictatorship stripped Haiti of its potential for a tourism-based economy and has left the country one of the poorest nations in the world and particularly vulnerable to natural disasters.² For instance, prior to the 7.0-

magnitude earthquake that destroyed the capital city of Port-au-
Prince and its surrounding areas, the city was already in a state
of disaster. In the 1950s, the capital city had a population of over
150,000. By 1982, the population had reached 732,000 and then
3 million by 2008. The major contributing factor to Haiti’s
desolation was that the city’s infrastructure did not expand with
the growing population and was not able to accommodate the
city or the people’s needs any longer.

Government corruption meant that the government
effectively abandoned the city and left the remaining population
to fend for itself. The government provided no schools, health
care, electricity, potable (drinking) water, sanitation, building
codes, zoning laws, etc. This meant that prior to 2010, there
was no national building code nor were there guidelines for
building structures in this earthquake- and natural disaster-prone
region of the world. All that remained were some loosely
enforced regulations that only served the needs of the wealthy.
In 2009, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that
only 28 percent of Haitians had access to any kind of health care,
54 percent to potable water, and 30 percent to sanitation. An
estimated 3 million Haitians were already food-insecure prior to
the earthquake—with 22 percent of the population suffering
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From malnutrition. In essence, the government and its officials abdicated all of its responsibilities to the Haitian citizens. Prior to January 2010, Haiti was known as the “Republic of NGOs” because more nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) operate per capita in Haiti than in any other country in the world. NGOs provide 70 percent of the health care in rural areas and 80 percent of public services, such as schools and wells for potable water. The lack of government regulations coupled with NGO involvement led to the near privatization of all basic services in Haiti prior to the 2010 earthquake.

In the last two decades, natural disasters have disrupted the lives of billions of people with effects ranging anywhere from property damage to illness and even death. Earthquakes occur when the earth’s plates lock together and are unable to release the accumulated energy trapped between them. Once the energy grows strong enough, the plates break free and cause vibrations, also known as seismic waves, which travel outwards in all directions. Two major faults along Hispaniola, an island adjacent to Haiti and the Dominican Republic, make Haiti vulnerable to earthquakes. The historic 2010 earthquake

---
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resulted from a slip on the southern fault, the Enriquillo-Plantain Garden fault system.\textsuperscript{11}

Despite being no stranger to earthquakes, the fragile nation of Haiti was devastated when it experienced the worst earthquake in one hundred years on January 12, 2010. This 7.0-magnitude earthquake was so powerful that Haiti’s neighboring country, Cuba, felt it over four hundred miles away.\textsuperscript{12} By January 24, at least fifty aftershocks measuring a magnitude of 4.5 or higher had been detected. The official record released by the Haitian government reported at least 316,000 people killed, 300,000 injured, 1.3 million displaced, and 97,294 houses destroyed.\textsuperscript{13} However, several nations, including the United States, have contested the official death toll. The United States government suspects that the Haitian government deliberately inflated the death toll to increase international aid. The United States estimates a death toll for this disaster closer to 85,000.\textsuperscript{14}

Many communicable diseases are highly prevalent in the aftermath of a natural disaster. Most of these can be divided into categories associated with overcrowding, waterborne diseases, vector-borne diseases, and other diseases.\textsuperscript{15} Dead bodies are often the most commonly associated vectors for disease. According to the \textit{American Journal of Clinical Medicine}, the widely

\textsuperscript{11} “Earthquake Resources,” Berkeley Seismological Laboratory Outreach Program, University of California Berkeley, accessed April 15, 2015, \url{http://seismo.berkeley.edu/seismo.eqinfo.html}.
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\textsuperscript{15} Vector-borne diseases are illnesses caused by pathogens and parasites in human populations.
held fear of disease communication associated with dead bodies is vastly exaggerated. Following a natural disaster, hundreds if not thousands of people are evacuated to camps for shelter, safety, medical aid, food, and water. These camps combine the problem of poor sanitation and high population density while creating the perfect conditions for fecal-oral and airborne transmission of disease. Camp crowding following natural disasters has contributed to epidemics of acute respiratory illnesses, pneumonia, measles, and meningitis. In the case of Haiti, it contributed to a cholera epidemic.

Cholera is a severe, acute, dehydrating diarrhea caused by an infection of the pathogenic strain of the bacterium *Vibrio cholerae*. This disease can inundate or kill a person in less than twelve hours once the symptoms begin. Depending on the severity of the infection, cholera needs to be treated with oral rehydration salt solutions, intravenous fluids, or antibiotics. The control of this disease requires a combination of a clean water supply, sanitation improvements, and oral cholera vaccines. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the ongoing cholera epidemic following the 2010 Haitian earthquake was likely the worst in recent history. As of August 2013, the epidemic had killed over 8,000 Haitians and inflicted

---
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Despite a clear need to take sanitary precautions in a vulnerable country, especially post-earthquake, the United Nations failed to do so. In early October 2010, Nepalese peacekeeping troops were exposed to a cholera epidemic in Nepal either during a three-month training period or a ten-day visit home before leaving for Haiti. Once they arrived for duty in Haiti, they were not subjected to any medical examinations or stool testing. Prior to the outbreak, reports from the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention warned that the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) camps housing these troops were unhygienic and that these camps would not be able to sufficiently prevent fecal contamination of the neighboring tributary. Although the United Nations stationed scientists in the MINUSTAH camps to investigate these claims of compromised sanitation standards, the scientists did not report any severe cases of diarrhea and dehydration, nor did they mention the existing mild and moderate cases. The septic waste from these UN bases was being deposited into an open pit near the tributary where the troops had been retrieving their drinking and cooking water. This tributary flowed directly into the Artibonite River, the largest river in Haiti and the country’s main source of fresh water.
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The Haitian Ministry of Health (MSPP) formally identified the first cases of cholera in the Mirebalais community hospital in central Haiti. The MSPP reported that the epidemic began on October 14, 2010, just five days after the arrival of the first group of Nepalese troops.\(^23\) Within the first month that Haitian health officials identified the cholera outbreak, nearly two thousand people died. By November 2010, there were over seven thousand cases of the infection. By July 2011, a new case of cholera was diagnosed every minute. The number of Haitians infected with cholera grew to be greater than the total number of afflicted people in the rest of the world.\(^24\)

A study conducted by the Technical University of Denmark analyzed twenty-four specimens of \(V.\) \textit{cholerae} from five different districts in Nepal provided by the Nepalese National Public Health Laboratory. These samples were collected from cases that occurred between July and November 2010. The investigators used whole genome sequencing typing (WGST) to compare the twenty-four genomes of the Nepal specimens with the genomes of specimens collected from the 2010 Haitian outbreak.\(^25\) The WGST provided a nearly whole picture of genetic polymorphisms, or a simultaneous occurrence in the

\(^{23}\) Frerichs et al., “Nepalese Origin of Cholera Epidemic.”

\(^{24}\) Chan et al., \textit{Peacekeeping without Accountability}.

same locality of two or more discontinuous forms. In other words, the tests revealed a genetic variation that was so rare that it could not be maintained by mutation alone and helped scientists conclude that the cholera strains must be related to one another. This study showed that the samples collected from Nepal and Haiti belonged to a single monophyletic, or shared common ancestor.  

In addition to this study, several other microbiological studies conducted by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Yale University, the Haitian National Public Health Laboratory, and even a study commissioned by the UN have conclusively confirmed that the strain of *V. cholera* that caused the 2010 cholera epidemic could be traced to the UN Nepalese peacekeeping troops.

Formed in October 1945 in the wake of the devastation caused by World War II, the United Nations was assembled to promote international cooperation and prevent another major global conflict. In 1947, the UN and its agencies were granted absolute immunity to protect their neutrality no matter where in the world they operated. Peacekeepers granted the body this immunity in the hopes that it would allow the United Nations to swiftly carry out all of its duties of protecting, promoting, and respecting human rights. The absolute immunity granted to the United Nations can only be circumvented if the UN chooses to waive it. The United Nations, however, has used this privilege beyond its intended functionality to avoid taking responsibility
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for its actions and mistakes in various countries and to circumvent numerous complaints of breaching international treaties.\textsuperscript{29}

Unable to achieve justice through international courts, victims and their families turned to domestic courts. \textit{Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations} was a class action lawsuit filed by Haitian and United States citizens against the United Nations, MINUSTAH, United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, and former MINUSTAH Under-Secretary-General Edmond Mulet in October 2014. Plaintiffs Delama Georges, Alias Joseph, Lisette Paul, Felicia Paule, and Jean Rony claimed that the cholera epidemic in Haiti caused by the United Nations made them or their relatives ill or killed them.\textsuperscript{30} Prior to this case, the \textit{Bureau des Avocats Internationaux}, the primary public interest firm in Haiti, and the Institute for Justice and Democracy in Haiti, a US based non-profit organization, petitioned the United Nations on behalf of five thousand cholera victims in November 2011.\textsuperscript{31} This petition was filed directly with the United Nations and MINUSTAH for a public acknowledgement and apology regarding the cholera outbreak, compensation to those affected by the epidemic, and funding for sanitation infrastructure like clean drinking water. In February 2013, the United Nations’ legal counsel stated that the UN would not receive these claims nor accept further requests for

\textsuperscript{29} Chan et al., \textit{Peacekeeping without Accountability}.


\textsuperscript{31} Ibid.
Despite the United States Attorney’s office March 2014 petition that *Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations* be dismissed because the United Nations had absolute immunity, the case went to oral arguments in October.\(^3\) In January 2015, Judge J. Paul Oetken of the US District Court in Manhattan dismissed *Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations* on the basis that the United Nations had immunity that only it could waive.\(^4\) *Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations* is important because the verdict not only affected the uncompensated cholera victims but also promoted discussions on the gaps between the United Nations’ mission to promote human rights and its refusal to abide by the basic principles associated with human rights and humanitarian aid.\(^5\)

The plaintiffs used three major points in this lawsuit to ensure that the UN did not use its legal immunity to abdicate its responsibilities to the victims of the cholera epidemic. The first of the three major points in *Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations* posed the question “Is the United Nations above the law despite the damning evidence that the cholera epidemic could be
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traced to their soldiers’ camp?36 Several microbiological studies, including one commissioned by the United Nations, confirmed that the Nepalese peacekeeping troops were the source of the outbreak.37 This point begged the question of whether or not the UN should be held accountable despite their legal immunity considering that the United Nations caused Haiti’s worst cholera outbreak in recent history.

Despite this tragedy, victims of the cholera outbreak—those who have lost family members or have fallen ill themselves—have had to leap through multiple hurdles to secure justice for themselves and their families. In part, these families struggle for justice because, as of 2015, two separate treaties, the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations (CPIUN) and a status of forces agreement (SOFA) protect the United Nations from all legal proceedings and, therefore, grant the UN immunity.38 Haiti granted the United Nations these privileges on the premise that some legal exemption was necessary to fulfill their purpose as a humanitarian aid provider. Despite this immunity, section 29 of the CPIUN explicitly states, “The United Nations shall make provisions for appropriate modes of settlement of: disputes arising out of contracts or other disputes of a private law character to which the United Nations is a party; disputes involving any official of the United Nations who by reason of his official position enjoys immunity.”39 In essence, this treaty states that the United Nations will provide appropriate measures of

37 Frerichs et al., “Nepalese Origin of Cholera Epidemic.”
39 Chan et al., Peacekeeping without Accountability.
accountability for disputes. These settlement resolutions are imperative for organizations that enjoy immunity because often times these means may be the only way for victims to seek justice and relief.\textsuperscript{40}

The United Nations and the Haitian government signed a status of forces agreement to grant MINUSTAH immunity. However, the SOFA included a clause in which the United Nations agreed to establish a standing claims commission for settlements. This commission would handle third-party claims for personal injury, illness, or death arising from or directly attributed to MINUSTAH.\textsuperscript{41} To date, the United Nations has failed to create any commissions in any country despite the fact that it has signed over thirty similar treaties that mandate this process.\textsuperscript{42} International law experts agree that the United Nations’ response to the citizens’ petition and its refusal to accept more claims were inadequate and violated the United Nations’ responsibilities under international law. Fran Quigley, a law professor at the Health and Human Rights Clinic of McKinney School of Law, stated in his \textit{amicus curiae}, “In agreeing to the [SOFA] process, the UN evidenced a clear intent to avoid establishing or claiming full immunity for itself for claims based on personal injury, illness, or death arising out of negligence.”\textsuperscript{43} The United Nations should be held accountable for their grievous negligence in Haiti that caused cholera epidemic. Not only is there clear microbiological evidence of their mistakes,
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but there are also treaties stating that the UN would accept responsibility for damage and injury related to their camps and organization. In other words, the United Nations used their absolute immunity to avoid sections of these treaties that no longer benefited them.

Immunity is not impunity. This statement has been the single most uttered description of the situation brewing between Haiti and the United Nations and is also the second argument made in Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations. After being denied claims at the international level, victims sought justice and compensation through the domestic court system. When they filed the lawsuit within the Southern District of New York court system, the defendants made no appearance. The United Nations implored the US government to dismiss the case on behalf of the United Nations because this lawsuit sought to strip it of immunity based on its violations of international treaties. The plaintiffs argued that by failing to provide a settlement mechanism by which the victims would receive compensation and failing to establish a claims commission under SOFA, the UN violated section 29 of CPIUN and should no longer be allowed to enjoy immunity under international law. While the defendants argued that the United Nations’ improper waste management in the MINUSTAH camps was in no way related to the mission of the UN in Haiti as a whole, the plaintiffs asserted that upholding the UN’s immunity would only allow the UN to further evade the law and avoid responsibility for its mistakes in Haiti and other parts of the world where it provides aid. The United Nations’ immunity should be limited to its ability to carry out its core functions and not extend to extreme immunity in cases where the UN is clearly at fault.

44 Lindstrom et al., “Memorandum of Law in Opposition.”
45 Chan et al., Peacekeeping without Accountability.
The third and perhaps most widely agreed-upon portion of this lawsuit is how accountability ultimately endows strength and a sense of trustworthiness to the United Nations. As the number of victims affected by the UN’s mistakes in Haiti grows every day, the international community has begun to recognize that immunity should not be an absolute organizational doctrine by which organizations live and die.\(^47\) For instance, a former UN special envoy stated that there were instances where immunity should be lifted, and Haiti should be one of those instances. The former special envoy expressed that admitting fault would not compromise the United Nations as a human rights promoter, but it would, in fact, bolster the UN’s image to take responsibility after this devastating epidemic.\(^48\) Several human rights experts affiliated with the United Nations, such as the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Water, and the UN independent expert on human rights in Haiti have urged the United Nations to publicly accept responsibility for the cholera outbreak in Haiti.\(^49\) Prior to the blocking of *Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations*, 104 members of the US House of Representatives implored the American ambassador to the United Nations, Susan E. Rice, to


take a leading role in responding to the cholera epidemic in Haiti. The House of Representatives stated that since the UN brought cholera to Haiti, the UN needed to act quickly to control the epidemic. Despite these urgings from various international and internal sources, the United Nations has maintained its immunity from all charges related to Haiti.

Ultimately, in January 2015, Judge J. Paul Oetken dismissed the case of *Delama Georges, et al. v. United Nations*. The first argument made in favor of the plaintiffs was the matter of whether or not the US district court could pass a ruling on this case in light of the UN’s immunity. The court determined that the UN’s immunity deprived the court of the jurisdiction necessary to make a ruling. Judge Oetken ruled that the burden of additional proof fell on the plaintiffs. The subsequent cause for dismissal applied to the United Nations and MINUSTAH. The courts deemed that CPIUN provided immunity to the United Nations, its property, and its assets regardless of where the UN was or who held its property and assets. Examining CPIUN, the judge determined that section 2, outlining the UN’s immunity, is not contingent on the UN’s compliance with section 29, outlining the appropriate modes of settlement. The court deemed that the immunity would stand and protect the United Nations from all legal processes unless the United Nations explicitly waived it. Since MINUSTAH is a secondary body of the United Nations, it is also immune from the lawsuit. Finally, the court stated that CPIUN further
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provided diplomatic envoys immunity and, therefore, Ban Ki-moon and Edmond Mulet—both of whom currently hold diplomatic positions—were immune from this lawsuit as well.\textsuperscript{54}

The United Nations has argued that their preservation of immunity enables the organization to carry out its most important and basic functions as a human rights promoter and humanitarian aid provider. United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon dictated in his letter to the US Congress that the UN is doing all that it can to help Haiti. The UN, however, has barely managed to raise 18 percent of the ambitious $2.2 billion it promised to aid Haiti irradiate the cholera epidemic.\textsuperscript{55} MINUSTAH’s careless actions that led to the introduction of cholera in Haiti and the UN’s continuing denial of any responsibility to the victims, however, has exasperated the inadequate response to the ongoing crisis. Despite the UN’s absolute immunity, it has an ethical obligation under international laws to respect, promote, and protect human rights.\textsuperscript{56} The United Nations has undermined its own moral commitment to protect human rights to water, health, and life by failing to rectify the mistakes made in Haiti.\textsuperscript{57} These failures have seriously condemned the UN’s credibility as a human rights promoter in Haiti and everywhere else in the world. As more time passes, the historic earthquake of 2010 fades in the memories of people unaffected by the tragedy. Aid to the country has dramatically decreased, and people have turned

\textsuperscript{54} Lindstrom et al., “Memorandum of Law in Opposition.”
\textsuperscript{56} Chan et al., Peacekeeping without Accountability.
\textsuperscript{57} Quigley, “Delama Georges, et al.”
their attention to new disasters. If the international courts cannot dismiss the UN’s legal immunity on the basis that it is necessary to carry out humanitarian aid, then the United Nations should waive its own immunity in the case of Haiti. Waiving its own immunity will allow the United Nations to reestablish its credibility as a human rights promoter and set a precedent in the international community for how organizations should respond when humanitarian efforts harm civilians. Such action promises to create a stronger institution, reinforce its credibility, and refine the standards for upholding international human rights laws.58 In addition to rectifying its mistakes in Haiti, the United Nations should cautiously proceed in its efforts to provide humanitarian aid in other parts of the world. The prevention of cholera in Haiti could have spared thousands of lives. As the United Nations is called upon to provide humanitarian aid to Nepal after its earthquake in April 2015, mistakes made in Haiti must resonate in the new efforts.

_______________________________
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Welcome to Phi Alpha Theta

Phi Alpha Theta is a professional society whose mission is to promote the study of history through the encouragement of research, good teaching, publication, and the exchange of learning and ideas among historians. We seek to bring students, teachers, and writers of history together for intellectual and social exchanges, which promote and assist historical research and publication by our members in a variety of ways.

The Alpha Theta Epsilon chapter at Binghamton University was chartered in 1996. Membership is open to anyone with a vital interest in history who has demonstrated high achievement in history courses. Undergraduates may join after completing at least four history courses with a grade point average of at least 3.5 (on a 4.0 scale) in those courses and a grade point average of at least 3.3 overall. It is not necessary to be majoring in history. Graduate students need a 3.7 GPA in four or more history courses and a 3.5 GPA overall to become a member.

Anyone interested in joining should contact the chapter’s faculty advisor:

Professor Heather Welland
hwelland@binghamton.edu
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2015–2016 Executive Board
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Research Days

During Binghamton University’s Research Days, the History Department and Phi Alpha Theta host an undergraduate research conference. This provides undergraduates and honors thesis writers who have undertaken substantial independent research with an opportunity to share their work with one another and the History community. The first Undergraduate History Research Conference was held in 2012. The 3rd annual conference held in spring 2015 had seven outstanding presentations.

2015 Participants

Laura Earls—“Trade Tokens, Enterprise, and America: Local Currency in 20th Century Binghamton and Slovak Unity”

Kelly Garson—“The Sardar Sarovar Dam Project: Implications upon Sustainable Development, Human Rights, and Environmental Planning”

S. H. Kang—“From Rebellion to the Renaissance: The Reformation of the Castilian Statehood under the Dynastic Change”

Eric Lee—“Yinbu, A Manifestation of Political Corruption: Examining Early Northern Song Political Culture through Laws of Ancestors”

Josh May—“Dual-Promise Doctrine: Guantanamo Bay as a Microcosm of US-Cuba Relations”

Nicole Schindel—“Les Années Folles: The American Portrayal of Interwar Period Paris”

Jake Tesch—“The Sage of Monticello’: Jefferson’s Views on Slavery and Their Future Implications”
Combined BA/MA in History Program

At Binghamton University, students have the option of combining a Bachelor of Arts with a Master of Arts in history, completing both degrees in just five years. Students take graduate-level courses that satisfy both graduate and undergraduate degree requirements. The combined BA/MA program provides an excellent foundation for applying to top doctoral programs in history or pursuing careers in journalism, public service, historical parks, museums, and many other areas. Students develop skills that prepare them for occupations that require research, analysis, organization, and reporting. Specific skills include planning and prioritizing work, making persuasive arguments that influence others, processing information, decision making and problem solving, and verbally communicating ideas.

Students chose between the major fields of the United States, Europe, East Asia, Latin America, and the Ottoman Empire and between such thematic areas as women, gender, and sexuality; imperialism and colonialism; environmental history; and science, technology, and medicine.

For more information about the program, please visit the department’s webpage: www.binghamton.edu/history/graduate/combined-ba-ma.html.

Interested students should contact the Director of Undergraduate Studies in History and/or the Director of Graduate Studies in History for more information.
Tips for Future Historians

This year’s edition of the Binghamton Journal of History includes a new section discussing tips for aspiring historians. The topics covered in this section will vary year to year, thereby, allowing the journal to take on the characteristics, concerns, and insights of its ever-changing editorial staff. This being the inaugural year, we decided to address a broad overarching question, the inspiration for which can be traced to one of the preeminent historians of the twentieth century.

In a 1967 interview, Geoffrey Parker questioned Fernand Braudel, “What’s a historian’s most valuable characteristic?” Such a simply worded question carries an immense weight and leaves one at nearly a loss for the most suitable answer. Historians must have the diligence to continue when others would stop; they should be studious to the point of exhaustion; it is absolutely necessary they be thick-skinned in response to criticism; the possible answers to the question seem limitless. However, erudite as always, Braudel provided an elegantly articulated one-word reply: “imagination.”¹ No lengthy discourse, not an extravagant explanation; simply put, the historian must have imagination.

Finding inspiration in Braudel’s example, this year we decided to address a similar question: “What are the three most important characteristics of a successful historian?” The following answers, however, are not solely the editorial staff’s responses. These answers represent the views of the graduate students in Binghamton University’s Department of History.

We have compiled the most common answers in surveys conducted this fall.

**Plan Ahead**—Planning is a fundamental skill that every historian needs to master. If you are hoping to enroll in a graduate program in history, start practicing your planning skills by scheduling ahead to meet application deadlines. When submitting the various parts of an admissions application, make sure to leave plenty of time for transcripts, recommendation letters, and other materials to arrive before the deadline. Asking for a recommendation letter at the last minute will not only rush your recommender to write a less-than-shining letter but also show others that you have not mastered the critical art of planning ahead. Planning ahead will serve you well now and later, as you complete your weekly graduate school assignments.

**Analytical/Critical Thinking**—“But why?” “What does it mean?” “What is missing from the analysis?” Every historian regularly confronts these questions. They represent basic fundamental issues about being a historian: how to best analyze the sources in order to arrive at the best possible solution to one’s research question. What does it mean that X preceded Y but was concurrent with Q? Were there other possible influences or potential outcomes that have been overlooked? Thinking analytically or critically allows historians to connect the usually opaque historical dots.

**Practice Budgeting Time**—Every historian faces the problem of having seemingly too much work to complete in too little time. You can solve this problem with a simple trick: budget your time. Set aside certain times during the day or week to read and other times to write. During those times, minimize distractions to maximize your work output. Master this skill in graduate school, and it will serve you well as a historian.

**Perseverance**—It’s midnight on a Friday in late November. You feel exhausted. Your eyes so weary the blurry words appear
on the page in front of you, just five, ten, fifteen more pages. Or, after spending weeks or months researching a topic, you know the material lies somewhere in this enormous archive of material, but where is it? Follow the illusive breadcrumbs, even if they seem to be only in your mind. Continue on when others, and sometimes even reason, tell you to stop.

**Ability to Dissect Arguments**—Much of your time and work in graduate school will be spent critiquing and contrasting historiographical arguments and conflicting viewpoints of historians. One good strategy when approaching this kind of work is to focus not just on the dates, facts, or names in a book, but also on a book’s thesis. Once you have identified a thesis, write a one or two sentence summary of the author’s argument and then identify relevant details used to support the thesis. Practice and perfect this skill early in graduate school, and you will end up spending less time reading while gaining a greater understanding of each book.

**Insight/Knowledgeability**—Ideally, when developing a research project, every historian could discover a brand-new untapped fountain of source material. New information would constantly flow from the archives into the manuscripts produced. Yet the realistic situation remains much different. Previously unused sources do present themselves, but historians consistently find themselves reevaluating other arguments based on contemporaneous information. In this situation, knowledge of other scholars’ arguments and source materials coupled with the ability to penetrate sources in order to understand previously unasked questions becomes vitally important.

**Imagination/Thinking Outside of the Box**—The job of historians is to find and tell stories where no one else has recognized them before. In order to see the people left out, recognize trends that others have missed, and reinterpret events chronicled before requires imagination. It is an essential job skill, one that historians use every day to analyze information
and interpret patterns. As a historian, you will use your imagination daily to produce compelling works of history. One of the most important questions we can ask ourselves is “What constitutes source material?” Finding new answers to that question allows historians to constantly expand and step into new and untested historical waters.

**Love of Reading**—With so many waking hours dedicated to reading texts and analyzing sources, a love of reading almost becomes a given assumption about any historian. Every historian spends weeks, months, even years laboriously pouring over texts, searching for the untold stories from the past. While other historians whom one may never meet take on the role of our guides through the past, figures who left the world tens, hundreds, or thousands of years ago become our closest friends. The words on the pages lead us on a journey to answer questions we may have not even begun to ponder. A love of reading leads us to “that” book, and it is “that” book luring us into the past.
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